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ALBUQUERQUE.

20

VOLUME

RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONISTS ARE

THE WORLD'S RICHEST CHILD

General Strike Not Yet to Be Called but
Meanwhile Preparations Will Be
Pushed and Manifestos Issued.
GROW

ASSASSINATIONS

DAILY

IN

A

NUMBER

Emperor Shows High Spirits Over His Own Daring In
Having Closed the Laughable
Farce of a Douma.

.

,

.
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committee from the social democrats,! political assassinations are Increasing
the social revolutionists, the peasants', iu Poland and small strikes are re-league, tne workmen's councils of ported to have been declared in many
Moscow and St. Petersburg, the group places in the provinces, but the peas- of toll members from the outlawed 'ant movement, as far as reports snow
parliament and other professional and Is not gaining headway. Half of the
allied leaeues. It was decided not to Semlnovsky regiment of guards has
nttemnt to Immediately summon the been sent to Cronstadt, la view of
people to declare a general strike or; the ugly temper of the sailors there,
Emperor Renews His Youth.
an armed tiprislng. The determining
factor In this decision was the advice! The emperor apparently is con
he took the right course
of the revolutionary committee, which vlnced
reported that the time was not Quite, In closing parliament. For two weeks
rlne f:r such a movement. It was the emperor seemed under a great
decided, however, to energetically .push mental strain over tne situation, but
high
he displays exceptionally
ull preparations and to address manl-inofesto to the army ana navy, the peas- - sprits. It. is planned to give not less
ants, the workmen, and to the people! than half rf the portfolios In the pro- posed advisory council to
generally.
crats and it Is promised that a "broad
SDies Found Dead In the City.
At a joint conference of the Russian concilitory program of reform" will be
revolutionary committee held across the result, in the hope of calming the
the'Finnish frontier this morning. it people.
i
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COHISSION

REGULATIONS MADE FOR RELIEF
i

MEAT INSPECTION

DOWN

:

IS

AND OUT

Washington, D. C. July 27. SecreSan Francisco,' Cal., July 27. Dr.
tary Wilson today made public the Edward T. Devlne, Colonel George H.
regulations of the new. law .governing Pippy and Edward F. Morgan, com- commission which has had
the Inspection cf meat' products for posing the
, f
vr In r a t ro.lnnaj
lha
T".i

cr

i

do not, however, cover the subject or last night. Relief work will be carinterstate transportation of meat or;ried on by
of the re- microscopic Inspection of pork for habilitation committee, to which has
export. Regulations on ittese snb' been assigned sll the powers of the
jects, it was Biaieti, wxuia ie issued executive committee. Devlne goes
later. The regulations issued today east by automobile, leaving here about
are stringent throughout, and are in! August 1. Pippy gave the pressure of
line wttn. the best; autnorities on the private business as ills reason for re- subjects of sanitation, preservatives, signing.
dyes, chemicals and the condemnation
CONCENTRATION OF TROOPS
of diseased carcasses.
UNDER WAY AT AUSTIN.
OUTING OF TWENTY-THREAustin, Texas, July 27. By this evCLUB, OF NEW YORK. ening the militia and regular troops
New York, July 27. Everything is of this department will all be in the
nearly ready for the big annual out-in- big camp established near this dry.
of the Twenty-Thre- e
club, which The troops will remain in camp until
is composed of theatrical managers, September 30, and will go through exnewspaper writers and tensive maneuvers, drills and field exdramatists,
wealthy men without any particular ercises. A canteen has been estaboccupation. The outing will take the lished in the camp, but as the maneu
form of ac criuse all over Lone; Island vers and camping grouuds are under
Sound, with Glen Island as the ulti- state Jurisdiction the federal authormate collective point. Among the ities will not raise any objections.
guests of honor will be Mr. Marc Many of the troops have1 marched
Klaw, A. L. Erlanger, George Cohan. long distances before they reached
Sam H. Harris and Henry Arthur this city, in some Instances the disJones, the English playwright who is tance covered being more than 200
due to arrive here today.
miles.
-
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tion in Zion For General Overseer,
All Members to Vote.
.
AMERICAN SUGAR

Newport R. I., July 27. To guar.t
the world's richest child and prevent
him from falling lnlj the hands of
kidnapers, an extra force of private
detectives has Jtut been placed about
the magnificent palace of John XI- cholas Brown, otherwise known as!
the $10,000,000 baby.
Mrs. Brown, tne cniid a mottier, is
lu a state of nervous collapse because
of reports from tier private detectives,
who claim to have discovered a plot.
Within the past two days she has
doubled or tripled the amount she
sets aside to guard the precious
youngster. She declares that she will
spend $100,000 a year to protect him.
It Is said that Mrs. Browu has received letters threatening the freedom of the
millionaire, unless a large sum of money is paid
over.
The boy takes his dally airing In a
barbed wire inclosur while private
detectives are scattered thickly about
the grounds.
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Huge and Nlckell Found Guilty in Oregon Land Fraud Cases

Are Granted Ten Days Stay
Pending Appeal.
j

Chicago, July 27. Judge Landis, of able provision would be made for
the United States district court, gave Dowie on account of his services aa
his decision in the controversy be- trustee.
Receiver la Appointed.
tween the adherents of John AlexanJohn C.

Hately ws today appointed
der Dowie and or Wilbur Vollva over
the property of Zlon City. The court receiver in Zlon. His bonds wer
placed
at $25,000. Adjudication la
'
holds that Zion City and its industries
A
proceedings
, '
were set
do not belong to Dowie; that while the bankruptcy
contributors to the funds did not ex- aside.
press any formal declaration or trust, THREE
INDICTMENTS ARE
such trust was created and Dowie
RETURNED FOR REBATING
had no right to treat the property as
New York, July 27. The federal
his own. The court rerused to appoint grand
Jury
returned to the
Alexander Granger as receiver, for the United Statestoday
court three Indictments
reason that Granger had made a vow which are reported
to have been found
recognizing Dowie as "a messenger of as a result-- of
th investigation Into
the covenant, the prophet foretold by the alleged rebating
on sugar from th
Moses and Elijah, the restorer," to
CHILD LIVES LIKE A PRINCE.
which vow all family ties and obliga- American Sugar Refining company.
(A
Special Correspondence.
tions and relations to human govern- WORE LAND FRAUDERS
ments shall be held subordinate.
Providence, R. I., July 27. This city
CONVICTED IN OREGON
The court said he was not obliged to
shelters the most successful business
MBf
Portland, Ore., July 27. The Jury
repose confidence In a man bo con- in the
child In the world. He Is John Ni
NEWPORT VILLA
land fraud casa
stituted that, living In this republic, reported to Judge Hunt this morning
cholas Brown, In his sixth year, and
he would serenely vow his readiness that it agreed on. a verdict of guilty
Ills fortune of $4,000,000 Inherited
at all times to abandon his family and and recommended the defendants to
when he was four months old, has
The villa Is located on a knoll over- cautions taken to preserve his health betray his country. The court ordered the clemency of the court. A stay of
been increased to $10,000,000.
If Baby Brown lives and all goes looking Narragansett bay. Much of Before a nurse can approach him she an election on the third Tuesday of judgment of ten days pending an apwell with his money, it is estimated the second floor Is given up to Baby must wear fresh linen and her hands September for a general overseer, all peal for a new trial was granted. Hog
that lie will be worth $30,000,000 by Brown, his suite contalnin? night and and face, and even her hair, be wasn mebers of the church residing In Zion was formerly city attorney at Med-for- d,
th'e time he casts his first vote.
day nurseries, a bnth room, a room for ed In antiseptic water. The nursery City, mala and female, to have one
Ore., and Nlckell was Unked
With all this gold piling up around his nurse and one spacious playroom, is a model of hygienic perfection,
vote each. He announced that euit- - States commissioner.
him the yong prince of fortune lives 37x30 feet.
The boy has not been spoiled by all
Every device made to delight the of these remarkable attentions.
On
like a child of royal blood.
In his own name he ywn the pretty mind of a child has been installed in the contrary he Is said to be well and
villa which Is "one of the'show places! the playroom." It lociis like a great, happy, simple In his demands and In- - PRESIDENT TALKS OVER EXCESSIVE
REDUCTION
of Newport. This magnificent house toy shop. A retinue of servants are cunea to be studious. Many or nis
'
was built expressly for him and its kept hopping the day through, sup- most expensive toys he breaks to
finest room Is the nursery.
plying the wants of the precocious pieces to see what is Inside of them,
WORK WITH CLARK
IN NAVY ESCAPED
The boy's father and uncle, Harold spent to keep him in good humor and 'or what makes the mechanical toys
Brown, both made him principal bene- give him the cravings or his small do their "stunts.
Mrs. Brown usually supervises the
ficiary in their wills, and he inherit- heart. He Is the petted darling of
ed his mililoris in less than a year Newport fashionables, and is a great food given to little John. This is pre
London, July 27. Agitation against
after his birth. The child's mother favorite in the.Vanderbllt family. Mrs. pared with the, utmost care. Of his Oyster Bay, July 27. E. E. Clark,
obtained permission from the probate ;Geo. W. Vanderbllt la.his aunt, hla own choice he takes two short naps the new member of the interstate com-- ; excessive reduction of the naval con- -,
during the day. During these periods merce commission, today talked over struction program has proved successcourt as gnuru.an or tne toy. to erect imntner s sister.
the villa for him. On his twenty-firTwo physicians are regularly em - iof rest all work around the Brown with President Roosevelt the new f Ql. Edmund Robertson, parliamentary secretary of the admiralty, anbirthday he will come Into control of ployed to watch over the health of, mansion ceases and every servant ob
railroad rate law end got in touch nounced in the house of commons tohis estate.
Baby Brown, and many are the pre-- j serves the rule of perfect quiet.
generally with the president's ideas day that ony three, Instead of four,
regarding the enfocement of the law. new. battleships of the Dreadnaught
The president today appointed Geo. class would be constructed, but a total
B. Wardman
of Pennsylvania, con savin gof $12,500,000 would be effected
SAGE DID LEAVE ALL
SHERIFF BOONE OF
sulate at A"'ias Calientes. Mexico, by reducing the numher of smaller
, '
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;
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FORTUNE TO HIS WIFE
ACCIDENTS OCCUR;
EL PASO DIED lit ieiuu, Texas,
TROOPS RESTING NEmR
PLANNING Tfi C6AL
KANSAS FALLS, KAN.
Kansas Falls, Kas., July 27, After
VESSELS AT SEA.
Nephews and Nieces Get, Frisco and Iron Mountain both Eureka. Cal.. Hospital From Washington, D, C, July 27.
long rij wearisome marches. In some
The cases of 250
miles, thetroops of this
navy
department
Is
looking
525.000 Each-N- o
Char- Have Fatal Derailments
department
Eating Canned Sausage, ly into the important problemthoroughconcentruted In this
of coal- vicinity and ard
for miles the tents of the
ing at sea. It has under consideraity Remembered.
in Missouri.
Caused Ptomaine Poison.
various arms of field service extend
tion several systems, one an English, along
the other an American Invention, troops the camp grounds selected. The
will start tomorrow for the
which ire to be tested soon. The
WILL
MAKES NO ESTIMATE CONDUCTORS AND BRAKEMEN! BODY SHIPPED TO EL PASO naval general
camp, where they will reboard has come to the department
conclusion that coaling at sea is quite main for about one month.
as important as the maintenance of
Spelter
New York, July 27. Except for four
Eureka, Culif., July 27. James
Springfield, Mo., July 27. Twenty- floating dry dock with its machine
a
St. Louis. Mo
July 27. Spelter.
small bequests to relatives the fortune five passengers were injured, two per- - Boone, a prominent resident of
shop
auxiliary.
dull, at 5.92V.
of Russell Sage is left to his widow.
..
Pasn Iplcllfl vhflrA fca U'aa uha.ltt
'i i.n fa, oil..
charitable bequest In the were badly shaken up in a derailment dled yesterday in Sequoyia hospital
I-x. 1
" Ufi ,u luc
V
here last night of three coaches of a nere lrom ptomaine poisoning. Boone
to indicate the value of Sages estate. ,St.
LoU8 & Sun Krancisc tlain oound iand his wife started from San Fran- v.. ongc o ucyueKs auu li i ft c" a for St. Louis.
Those whose hurts will clco tor Kureka by overland trail be
is left $25,000. The section bequeathprobably
be
are R. J. Thome cause the sailors strike had caused
fatal
ing the bulk or the estate to Mrs. Sage Montlcello, III.;
of the steamers.
Reaching
Mrs. Kate Schoulty, & tie-ureads that she la to "have and to High Gate, Mo.
uyersvuie, ahout nrty miles rrom here,
hold the same absolutely and forever."
bought
they
some canned sausage and
iue esecuiors are Mrs. feage, ur. jonn
ate heartily.
I'uon arrival hem
P. Mann, for manv vears Sace's nhv- - ENGINEER IS KILLED
BY TRAIN DERAILMpwt Boone became very III and lingered
Slclan. and Charles W. OKhnrnp who
Ironton, Mo., July 27. The fast
has had charge of Saee's affairs In
diagnosis that death was caused
. (northbound St. Louis, Iron Mountain the
this city.
by ptomaine poisoning.
Hi fcouthern naseneer
train, drawn hv he shipped to El Paso. The body will
Edward-Confere- nce
two engines, was wrecked near here
last night by the engine Jumping the
TEXAS WILL HOLD HER track
at a sharp curvi, killing the
Today-Sig- ht
engineer, W. J. Edy. The baggage ESCAPED CONVICTS ARE
car, two mall cars and two coaches
plunged into the embankment.
BeFIRST PRIMARY
yond bruises the passengers were ur.- Injured.
Hoge-NIcke-

Norfolkv Va
July 27. Foreseeing
that with the coming of the spring
monts they will have to handle pas-- :
senger conditions of a magnitude utterly beyond their present capacity,
the bay and coastwise steaaners have
already begun to prepare for the ruh
of visitors to the Jamestown exposition to be held in l'.il7 at Hampton'
Itoads near Norfolk.
To meet thesa rhnno-u.-
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squadron of four first-clas- s
screw
steamers, one leaving Norfolk and one
leaving New York each day. The
trip fr.m Norfolk to New York takes
Approximately sixteen hours.
The
length of the trip is 323 miles. The
old Dominion line's largest steamer
is he "Monroe" of 4700 tons. The
n xt largt ship is the
Hamilton."
formerly 304 feet in length with a
tonnage of 3,100 tons. In view of the
to be expected next year, she
was recently takeu to the yards of the
Newport News
orin-nanshipbuilding
ami lengthened to 350 feet
n g her tonnage to 3723 tons and
providing for the several new staterooms which have been added. Between this writing and the opening of
the .limestown exposition the steamers. "Jefferson" and "Princess Ann"
each 3m4 feet in length and 3.100 tons,
v.tll be 'ak.-in hand and enlarged to
thi' dimension of the Hamilton"
Tiles,- three last named vessels will
then have accommodations for 170
pttsj.er.pers mid L'mi of other
tir-tla-

.

j

j
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OF CATHOLIC SOCIETIES.
N. V., July 27. Delegates
to tho annual
convention
of th

St. Loun Wool Market.
St. Louis. Mo July 27. Vixd
and i:ui:unt;e,I
dv

'

;

t

Fla., July

'

:

Follow.

'

With big
their arms and
'"'dios and their clothing torn by tho
BlTO attacks of bloodhounds which
trailel ani caught them on their first
attempt to escape, three men arrived
n,re tolay from the Jackson Lumber
company camp at Ixckhart4 Ala., und
"sked for protection,
"w" Wl're Riven forty lashes last
(,ek," s:id Harry Lyman, "and taken
nacK. uur soconn attenmt to escane
was more successful."
27.

.

,

PRETENDER'S FORCES
COMPLETELY ROUTED
d1",pa,,0,h t0

,J;"' rJ1"

S

say. that a serious
ment occurred near Muluya. and the
all-da-

v

pretenuer S forces were completely
routed with heavy loss by the sultan's
troops, who afterward paraded the
district with the rebels heads stuck
on their bayonets as trophies.
HARVARD

OARSMEN

SAIL FOR ENGLAND
New lork, July 27. On the steamship Cedric a majority of the members of the Harvard eight-oare- d
crew
that recently defeated Yale sailed for
England today for a race with the
Cambridge university eight September 8.
SUMMER

r

i

SCHOOL

ATTRACTS
NUMBER OF TEACHERS.
YY
Morgantown,
Va., July 27. The
fourth annual educational conference
of the University summer school opened at Commencement hall today.
Teachers and persons interests in
educational work are here from nil
parts of West Virginia. The principal
topic ror discussion will be "A crad- uated systeui of schools from the primary school to the university." The
discussion during the two days of the
conference will be
Into
several sections, lnclding the country
school, the high school, tho normal
school, the college and tho university.
New York Money Market.
New York, July 27. Money on call,
tasy, at 2fi24 per cent; prime mercantile paper, 5'ii5i3
percent. Bar
silver, ti.'ic.
sub-divid-

.

;

mar-e-

rensacola,

w, lt8 an(l bruises over

TZ:

liuffalu,

ion.

Now

london, July 27. King Edward re- celved representatives of the Amer- lean Institute of Mining Engineers at
ucklngham palace today. A Bessemer
medal was presented to the king, who
oxpressed his pleasure at receiving it
rrom representatives of such uu im- poriant industry.
lhe program announced yesterday
was. carried out today. Ad excursion
was made to Windsor Castle, facilities
for visiting the castle having been
granted by the king. His majesty also
received a deputation of the Insti
SUMMER
SECRETARY ROOT NOW
SCHOOL HAS CLOSED. tute's American guests during the day
Tenn., July 27. The fifth at Buckingham I'alace. In the even
annual session of the summer school ing the Institute banquet will bu held
in the Guild hall of the cltv of Lon- of the south at the University of TenAT RIO OE
nessee dosed today after an unusually don.
Today virtually closes the joint ses
successful session. The average attendance was considerably over two sions of the EngL3h Iron and Steel
Institute and the American Institute
Rio de Janeiro, July 27 Secretary thousand.
of Civil Engineers, as tomorrow will
Root arrived here
today from La- MURDERER OF SENATOR
be devoted to a number of visits to
bia and was welcomed by a representHIPP HANGEO TODAY leading English manufacturing works.
ative of General Rio Branco, the BraMontgomery, Ala., July 27. John Suuday will be given to church at
zilian foreign minister, and a. so by Williams of Cullman county, the murwhile all of next week will
the civil anil military authorities. He derer of State Senator Robert Hipp, tendance,
be given to trips throughout England
was heartily cheered by tlie assenv was
by
hanging
executed
todav.
The
and Scotland. Invitations to visit the
I'b-crowd.
crime for which Williams paid the continent have been extended for the
death penalty was the shtxiting of succeeding week, of which doubtless
Kansas City Live Stick.
State Senator Hipp, when the latter, many of the American visitors will
'
Kansas f:'v. M ., July :7 Caffl
arcompan.ed by officers of the law, avail themselves. One or the
of
I',
on. i
niark--steady ' j attempted to enforce a writ depriving these invitations is that by the chief
Society
sunt.-.m'uk: native stei rs. ft 'j
of his farm In Cullni:.n rnnn. of German Ironmasters to Dusseldorf
Williams
ern sleets, $2.5-'fj5; southern cow ty. Angered by the order of the ofAugust 13, and following four days.
native cos and heifers ij ficers, Wt'liants entered the bedroom for
A reception committee has been form- V
stockers and
$2.4 J ft of his In. use, picked up a
rile and ed, with tho president, Herr Spring- 4t;o: bulls. liSJiii. talves.
He wounded one of the orum, a member of the Iron and Steel
oiM'iied fire.
4 40.
accompanying
Hip:)
Mr.
seriofficers
Institute,
as chairman,
Ur.
and
Sheep R viij'i. 1, i mar
is ously, while another shot took effect Schroedter, member of
the Iron and
steady: nnrions.
U2r.'i ' 5u lutnt.s, in the buck of the bead of the sena- Steel Institute, as secretary,
and an
$.V,"i)f( 7.7n;
range wetliers,
.Tr) :p
tor as the brier was leaving the elaborate program of visits and ex
S.7',. ee-- , $4't
ZZ.
house.
cursions has teen drawn up
Ja-V-

FEDERATED MEETING

American Federation of Catholic Societies, which will informally open
here on 'Sunday, are beginning to arrive and an unusually large attend
ance is expected. Kxtensive preparations for the convention and for the
reception and entertainment of the
delegates have been made and It
promises to be one of the piost successful conventions of this kind ever
held in this country. World wide uni
fication of Catholic societies is the
aim of the federation,
which has
started a movement with similar federations in Italy. Germany, Franc.,
Austria, Kimlan.i. Ilelgium and orher
countries with a view of fun herins
the plan
This matter will be carefully
at the prc.sent tonveil- -'

Seeing

MADE OF

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
Oakland, Cal., July 27 The fte;?u.
conductors and brakenien of tne Sou
ern Pacific system will present
iikiV;
,a-ani1 working schedule to 'he
a
ci"ls of the coiiiiianv within a few
which provides for an a.lvjiiCM
ltl l,av u,1l
" eight hour day. also
,hat
and one half uii.es shaii
,,191 itule an hour. On.'
the
r,l'al grievances of the men u that
iiiey nave to wort evr
v. hnnn

conventions tomorrow.

teu-atlv-

,

DEMANDS

""ore

,,

Work Vir

tually Ended

Dallas. Texas. .li.K-- ?7
rim
first time in the history of Texas a
primary election will be held through- out the state tomorrow. It will be bv
the democratic party under the law
rquirlng the nomination of candidates
by this method. Uecause of ih over.
whelming democratic
maioritios in
Texas the result of the primaries will
be conclusive in the selection of all
offices, from United States senator to
constable, and tho
elect inn in
between Norfolk and .November will be ceneral
perfunctory. Senator Uailey has no opponent. The mior Bay nority parties will hold their precinct

lufn rrnnmUtfi.n tn
giuia. sue will carry 400
",urr
lMfchengers as will two other vessels
of the line, and this capacity can al
need be Increased to 7ou in each ves
sel and as the time taken for a trip
one way la only twenty-fou- r
hours,
the
line
will
have
maxia
mum carrying capacity of 2;i00 persons each day. The "Georgia" now
'Mng in reserve is to be nsed on this
Jamestown exposition service.
iM.T,hJMMerha,1,g a,ld Miners'
company, touching at the
oi uoston. Providence
Phila- ueipnia. Baltimore,
ria- and
w,,n a
of eighteen ships
In active service, and
others in reserve is bI.Ih i handle its
traffic with
the steamers
i
hand,
but will
liiaK.- - extensive
addi ions to fuo'Ii-tattravel ov. r its line to the James-ti.wexposition.
The Clyde line and the Norfolk and
Washington Steamboat company have
al-- o
take,, ,, Uu, IllaM(.p (j( passt,n.
er tranic to the Jamestown celebra-Moand
plans
the improvement of ,he service for
are before
the orticers f eticli CDtnpun;-1UL

by invitation

Of King

classes. The "Monroe will provide
for more than either.
The New York. Philadelphia and
Norfolk railroad now has in commis
sion tne screw (steamers Pennsyl- a.im, .ew ioik. and Old Point Comfort plying between Caie Charles,
Old Point Comfort and Norfolk. The
Pennsylvania was recently reboilered
and given a geueral
ovorhauline.
einai xira trains will

uu ivnumouu

has already rebuilt one of their

-

ll

st

I
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REBATES

AMERICAN ENGINEERS GO 10

Increase of Travel When
Jamestown Exposition Shall Open
Its Attractions Next Spring.

..

COMPANY RECEIVED

p

Expected

...

REFINING

Vi

EXTRA PREPARATIONS

.

SHOWN IN AMERICAN COURTS

Judge Landis of Chicago Orders an Elec

BABY
DOLLAR
LIVES IN A PALACE HOSTS OF
SERVANTS OBEY HIS SLIGHTEST
WISH NURSES WATCH
HIS EVERY BREATH DETECT-IVES- ,
EVERYSCATTERED
WHERE, PROTECT HIM FROM
DANGER.

j

St Petersburg. Julv'27. At the end: was resolved n t to declare a general
r
nr .r.nroronr.00 ,1.0.1 strike at present. Half a dozen spies
u
were found dead In the Industrial sec- ,.
i iu
iweeu renimeui.UK.
Petersburg this morning.
f

!

NUMBER 182

SOME BUSINESS ACTIVITY IS

TROOP OF SLEUTHS GUARD

JUST NOW

BY NO MEANS IDEE

POLITICAL

NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY EVENING. JULY 27, 190G.

'

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TV.

fllC

EVENING CITIZEN

rrtiUkeJ

Dally

Mi

OF AMENDMENT

ARTICLES

OF INCORPORATION

Weekly by

OF NATIONAL OYSTER

The Citizen Publishing Company
I

CAR-RIE-

ooooooeao

TO

CERTIFICATE

REMOVAL

COMPANY

at Peataflte for trannnilMlon throosh the
ail a Mtond claae matter.

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.
Office of the Secretary.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON.
CUMONj
.Tlabel
I, .1. W. RaynoldH, secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, i,o hereby
certify that there was filed for record
Official Paper of Bernalillo County in this office nt nine o'clock a. ni., on
Albuquerque.
City
of
and
day of July. A. D.
the twenty-fift- h
Amendment to Arof
1906,
Certificate
Dlipatclw.
Aftwaoen
freu
Incorporation of
of
ticles
County Cirtulitlo.
ind
City
UrftTM LariMt Ntw Mexlc Clrculitlon.
National Oyster Carrier Company,
larrnt Nnrtbmn arlroni Clrculttlo. increasing capital stock (No. 4515):
also, that I. have compared the
TIKHS OF SUBSCRIPTION: IS. 00 and
following copy of 1lie same with the
(ferity Wr mil, en ywir In advance.
60 original thereof, now on file, and de.....
Daily ay Buil. per month 4.00
Veeela h aU. on year
clare- it to be a correct transcript
and of the whole thereof.
Oalty by Carrier, 60c permonth therefrom
(Jlven under my hand and the Great
Twm Ivawnto Cititih will h dellTMd In the Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
etty at Um low rata of 20 mU prr weak, or far 60 at the City of Santa Fe, the capital,
ja tx month. whm paid monthly.
on this 25th day of July, A. D. 19ml.
I Seal.
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
Uwrtlilng Rates Made Known on Application
Secretary of New MexifO.
will eanfrr a favor by notlfyrn n
01 in paper.
dattaly on any
VI letter and remittanra should be addrrpwd to
Taa CrriuM Publishino ConrAHT. Inafta,
ahacka. poatofflre and cxprraa monay order
aaae. ba aoada payable to tb order of the

SUMMER
AND
TAN
OF
ROUGHNESS AND TUB
OF A CLEAR
SOFT. FRESH COMPLEXION,
IS AoSURED BY USING OUR

INTERESTING

Colorado

15

EVENTS

IN AMERICAN HISTORY
Among the events in American

his-

tory which tound their anniversaries

on yesterday and today, or will find
them tomorrow, are:
July 26
more than
1659 Indiana massacre
1,000 persona in Montreal.
1758 England takes Nova Scotia af
ter besieging Louisburg for
weeks.
1759 French garirsons abandon Fort
Ticondercga
at approach of
General Amherst.
1775 Maryland convention meets in
Annapolis and resolves to support the measures of congress.
1788 A mob favorable to the const
on destroys the
printing office of Thomas
Greenleaf, in New York.
1877 Federal cavalrymen called to
subdue mobs of socialists in
Chicago; nineteen killed.
government,
Sapinsh
1898 The
Ambassador
through
French
Cambon, asks for terms of
peace.

Z5ha
Sol--

and Witch Hasel
Cream 25c. tr
HIGHLAND

Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation of the
National Oyster Carrier Company.
"It Is resolved, by the stockholders
of the National Oyster Carrier company, in a meeting duly called and
assembled, that the Articles of Incorporation of said company be amended
by striking out Article IV. of said Articles of Incorporation, which reads
as follows:
"Article IV. The corporation Is authorized to Issue capital stock to the
extent of three hundred thousand
(300.000) dollars, divided into three
hundred thousand (300,000) shares of
the par value of one dollar ($1.00)
each.
"And Insert In place thereof, the
following:
"Article IV." The corporation Is authorized to Issue capital stock to the
extent of four hundred thousand
(400.000) dollars, divided Into four
hundred thousand (400,000) shares of
the par value of one dolmr ($1.00)
each."
We. George L. Brooks, president,
nd Frederick H. Newman, assistant
seere'ary of the National Oyster Carrier company, the regis
tered office of said company be
ing at the corner of Railroad
avenue and Third street, in the
ity of Albuquerque, county of Berna
lillo, territory of New Mexico, and
George L. Brooks, the agent therein
In charge, upon whom process against
the corporation may be served, do
hereby certify the foregoing to be a
full, true and correct copy or a resolution adopted by the unanimous vote
of all the stockholders of said corporation that were present or represented
at a special meeting of the stockholders of said corporation, duly called,
held on the 24th day of July, 1906;
that there were present in person or
represented at said meeting more than
of tho stock Issued and
outstanding at the date of said meet

and

PHARMACY

A Gold Ave.

Both Phones.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless Extracting
ALL

WORK

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

$8
GUAR-

e

Co.. San Antonio. N. M.
By Chicago whoksn.e ana

WANTED
mail order heu?e. assistant manager
(man or woman) for this county
Salary, $20
nnd adjoining territory.
and expenses paid weekly; expense
money advanced. Work pleasant;
position permanent. No investment
or experience required. Spare time
valuable. Write at once for full
particulars
and enclose
envelope. Address, Central manager, 134 Lake street, Chicago, lil.
WANTED Saleswoman, young; must
be experienced and able to speak
with all
Spanish. Only parties
qualifications and capable, need apply. Write and send references immediately, to the John Becker company, Beltn, N. M.

-

COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B. F.

ROOM 12,

LT9KPKaF3Sa

ALBUQUERQUE

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
names and addresses
iDeoirle who are
cf
ccccssary to i oav t'rospeniy"

Allaire-Mclntvr-

$6
91.50 up
50c

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
NEW MEXICO

Capital end surplus, $ioo,qoo

INTEREST

ALLOWED

With Ample

fr

205 East Railroad Ave.

First

9

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

PHARMACY

ALVARADO

1

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IF YOU WANT help or ary kind, or
emrloynnnt of any kind, 'phone
call or write Abraham's Employment officr, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
On Furniture, pianos, Organs, Horses,
Automatic, 379; Colorado. 28!.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
the coun- $200. Ixians are quickly made and
V ANTKIV-- M;i'c cook
O.
try. Wages t- -.
Address P.
strictly private. Time: One month
box 403.
to one year given. Goods remain In
WANTED Four house carpenters, your possession. Our rates ere reason- $3.50 per day; six bridge carpenters, able. Call and see us before borrow13.00 ner ilav: ten coal miners. Au - .m.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
raham's employment office.
Steamship tickets to and from all
priroom
WANTED-r-r.oa- rd
in
and
parts of the world.
vate famny, by youne couple; no in3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Rooms
valids. Address, F. V.. care Citizen
315 West Railroad Ave.
office.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
WANTED Clerk in gtneral store,
nn-a
knowlfair
with experience
A(liires,
edge of Spanish.

ONLY BY THE

SOLD

man who fhotud be working for you?
map h, "wouid gladly lend you money?
n;r.n wh.- aculJ like to buy your horse?
man who would buy an interest in your business?
man who mould buy that lot of ground?
man who would buy your old bicycle?

BANK INSTITUTIONS

v-i2-

Almond, Benzoin

afefceerftwra

Automatic 183

o the
cf the
of the
of the
of the
of the

i

JULY 27, 1906.

FRIDAY,

O YOU WANT TME.
NAME, AND ADDRESS

THE

R

EVENING CITIZEN.

PHOFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

Means and Unsurpa6serf Facilities.

Umk

Oil

i&QwmmQ o

Extends to Depositor? Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Solicits

and

OFFICERS AND DntECTORS
Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and CashierW. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

Solomon

-

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AUM7QUBRQUB,

E. W. Dobson.

K.

II

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

OfffcMM a ad Directum.
Hard Lot
S.
JOSHUA
RATNOLM
President
of trouble to contend with, spring
DENTISTS.
M. W. FLOUJRNOT
...
Yte president
from a torpid liver and blockaded
FRANK McfCKH ................
.......
Cashier
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
bowels, unless you awaken them to
R. A. FROST
AMlataat Cashier
Dental Surgeon.
their proper action with Dr. King's
H. r. BAYMOUM
Director
Room's 15 and 16, Grant block, over
New Life rills; the pleasantest and
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
most effective pill for Constiuation.
FOR RENT.
w. a. BKPoarrosT.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
j ;rj5?T
They prevent appendicitis and tone up
FOR RENT Two rooms for light mail.
system. 25c at all druggists.
the
H.
July 27
Mrs.
housekeeping;
reasonable.
o
Authorised CaptUJ
. .f4Q,0OM
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
1610 Sir Thomas Smythe discovers
E. Ruth e rf o rd. 517 South Broadway.
John D. Rockefeller Intends writing
Paid Up Capital, Surptas aad Profit
306 Railroad Avenue
$256,00.OI
the Delaware bay. ,
a book on his impressions of Franca FOR RENT Furnished rooms with or
1660 Whalley and Goffj, two of the
Office
hoping
to
the
he
be
closed
Here's
don't
will
take
until
nicely
furnished
Also
loard.
without
Depository lor Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company
fugitive judges cf Charles I.,
lecture platform.
cottage, with piano. Apply
conJULY 23rd
arrive at Boston and are
'
K.
E.
Mrs.
of
viaduct.
east end
cealed from the royal officers.
Twenty Year Battle.
Norris.
PHYSICIANS.
1661 Schenectady
purchased from
year
twenty
"I
was
a
In a
loser
bat
rooms for
Indians.
Furnished
FOR
RENT
the
DR.
R. L. HUST.
piles
tle with chronic
and malignant
1757 Benjamin Franklin arrives in
housekeeping, from $8 np. 417
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
sores, until I tried Bucklen's Arnica
London as ambassador from the
West Silver.
Tuberculosis
Salve; which turned the tide, by cur
treated with High- ing.
colony of Pennsylvania.
rooms,
(two),
Frequency
ing
Fnrnlsned
RENT
.
both, till not a trace remains," FOR
Electrioal Current and
(Signed) GEORGE L. BROOKS.
1812 A mob in Baltimore attacks
with bai.i; front exposure. Inquire Germicide. Treatments
given each
A. M. Bruce, of Farmvllle, Va.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
party; President National Oyster Carrier writes
members of the anti-wa- r
117 Gold avenue.
Borradaile & day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
at
Ulcers,
old
Best
Cuts,
for
Burns
and
Company.
two killed; others wounded.
CAPITAL
$100,000.00
Company.
nurse
in attendance. ..Both 'phones.
Wounds. 25c at all druggists.
(Signed)
1813 War with the Creek Indians
SURPLUS AND PROFITS
20,000.00
room
frame
New
four
RENT
H.
NEWMAN.
FREDERICK
FOR
begins.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
NOTICE.
Broadway.
$15.00.
1217
Oyster
Secretary
South
house,
National
1852 Great excitement
caused by Assistant
THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Noae
Notice is hereby given that the final
Carrier Company.
report of the executors of the estate FOR REM' Newly furnished rooms
the burning of the steamboat
and Throat.
We invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
J
Seal.
Henry Clay while racing on the
Occulist and Aurist for Santa Fe
of Kobert Hauschlld. deceased, has
at the Minneapolis house, wltn or
business growth of this bank aince its organization:
been made to the probate court for
river near Yonkersj Territory
without housekeeping, $1 per week coast lines. Office, 313V4 West Rail
Deposits at the end of the first day
j Hudson
$10,466.92
of JJew Mexico, County of Bernalillo county, New Mexico, and
road avenue.
evenly lives lost.
and up, Albuquerque, N. M.
Deposits at the end of the first week
19,173.00
ss.
jternaiiiio
9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
Hours:
a
petition
1862 Steamer
has
been
Golden Gate burned
filed
in
said
that
Deposits at the end of the first month
81,821.82
On this 24th day of July, 1906, le- - court for the approval of said final FOR RE.rT Large, cool rooms for p. m.
in the Pacific off the coast of
Deposits at the end of the first six months
92,750.13
light housekeeping; rent reasonafore me appeared George L. Brooks report and for the discharge of the
Mexico; 200 lives lost.
Deposits at the end of the first year
169,061.80
ble. 524 West Railroad avenue.
Frederick H. Newman, to me said executors and their bondsmen,
UNDERTAKER.
188
First regular trip of an electric and
Deposits at the end of the first eighteen months
298.320.31
personally known, who being by me and that the time of wearing said
street car made in Cleveland.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Deposits at the end of the first two years
377,332.37
Colo., Red 115.
duly sworn did say that they are (he final report and
FOR SALE.
petition
aid
has
July 28
Deposits June 18, 1906
434,502 31
A. BORDERS.
rebeen set by the said court for
1696 The French, under Frontenac, president and assistant secretary,
house Commercial Club Building. Black
FOR SALE New, three-rooOFFICERS:
spectively, of the National Oyster Car 6th day of August. A. D. 1900, t the
per
10
payments,
$12
Highlands;
invaded northern New York.
In
O. N. MARRON, Pres.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
and White Hearse, $5.
to o'clock in the forenoon of said day,
1841
Congress finally passes the bill rier company, that the seal affixed
month; rents ror siz per montn. ao
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.
ROY McDONAlD, Asst. Cashier.
corporate
is
the
the
Instrument
above
county
Bernalillo
court
at
the
house,
office.
B.,
Citizen
A.
to establish the Fiscal Bank of
dress,
ARCHITECTS.
of the company and that said at which ..me and place any person
First-clasthe United States. The bill was seal
restaurant and
In Interested in said estate may appear FOR SALE
signed
was
and
instrument
sealed
WV
Spencer
F.
and V. O. Walling-ford- .
vetoed later by President Tyler.
lunch counter, opposite de'pot; cheap
Rooms 4fr47, Barnett building,
1853 Jefferson Davis, secretary
of behalf of said corporation by authorof and oppose said final report and said
305
Inquire
week.
this
taken
if
petition.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
war, sends an expedition to ex. ity of its stockholders and board
South First street.
OTTO DIECKMANN,
plore a railroad route from the directors, and acknowledged said in
$10
buys
fruit
per
month
FOR SALE
strument to be the free act and deed
NORMAN U KEM MERER,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Missouri to the Pacific.
and truck farm near an Antonio;
(Signed)
Executors of the estate of Robert
1861 The emperor of Russia sends of said corporation.
No
California.
climate similar to
J. R. Farwell.
JOHN M. MOORE.
Hauschlld, deceased.
to the United States expression
earthquakes nor cyclones. Address,
Notary Public.
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
(Seal.
o
of good will; hopes the Union
Texas, care Citizen.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
will not be dissolved.
MINES AND MINING.
Territory of New Mexico, County of
gasoline en
FOR SALE A
1862 The Alabama sails as a ConCAPITAL STOCK, $2,500,000.00
Department of the interior. United
Bernalillo 88.
gine, all complete. J. F. Palmer, AMERICAN DE FOREST WIRELESS
federate privateer from Birken
George L. Brooks and Frederick H
501 North First street.
States Iand effice. Santa Fe, New
AND
head, England.
Mexico, June 29, 1906.
Newman, being duly sworn, say that
A handsome Hardman
FOR SALE
ALL MINING STOCKS
.
they are the president and assistant
Notice Is hereoy given that the fol
piano, in fine condition and almost
DEALT IN BY
AT THE HOLLENBECK
secretary, respectively, of the Nation- lowing named claimant hfia filed nonew, at a barpiin.
For particu FRED. J. STEIN bERGER, 37 Bank
al Oyster Carrier Company; that at tice of his intention to make final
lars, call at this office.
Block.
he following residents of New Mex a special meeting of the stockholders proof in support of his claim under
Denver,
Colorado.
DON'T PAY RENT
loo and vicinity were guests at the of said company held on the twenty sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marcn
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Jtollenbeck hotel, Los Angeles, re- fourth day of July, 190b, notice of 3, 1891, (26 Staw., 854), as amended
which meeting was sent to every by the act" of February 21, 1893, (27 A dark bay horse, white legs, branded
cently :
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
days in ad Stats., 470), and that said 'proof will "J. A." on hip, large barred circle on
A. W. Anson, Albuquerque; Wini stockholder twenty-on- e
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Mrs. vance of the date of said meeting, be made before the probate clerk fit shoulder, chafed on neck, back and
fred Coombs, Bisbee. Ariz
Also Agent for The Continental Casualty Company, of Chicago, III.
Grace B. Lawry, E. P. Ryder, Tomb there were present in person or rep Ixs Lunas. N. M., on the 10th day of body. Reti'rn to Mrs. E. K. Norris, Gold avenue.
August, 1906, viz., Jacobo Chaves, in east end of viaduct, and receive re
stone, Ariz.; Jos. Cope and wife, resented one hndred and sixty-tw- o
VETERINARIAN.
behalf of the heirs of Juan M. C. de ward.
Auto. 'Phone, 291. First Nat'l. Bank Bldg., Albuquerque, New Mex.
Phoenix, Ariz.; Cornello E. Angulo, thousand six hundrd and thirty-on- e
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Yuma, Ariz.; J. P. McNeil, Globe, (K2,631) shares of the capital stock Chavez, deceased, for the S. H. C. No
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
lots 1 and 2, in sections 25. 35
Office. 424 North Second street
Ariz.; J. Arthur Calles, .Mrs. J. S of said corporation, being seventeen 428. 36,
township 7 nortii, range 2 20!) West Railroad avenue, is pre Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Calles, Prescott, Aria.; F. O. Blaisdell thousand two hundred and seventeen and
pared to give thorough scalp treat Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
s
of the east.
and family, C. Ballance and wife, (17,217) more than
names the following witnesses ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
T. "OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED 1873.
Yuma; A. H. Harrell, Williams; David two hundred eighteen thousand one to He
prove his actual continuous
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
ad bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
Clark, Clifton, Ariz.: G. W. Beecher hundred and twenty (218,120) shares verse possession
massage
manicur
gives
for
and
treatment
of
tract
saiu
Kingman, Ariz.; C. V. Herndon, Pres issued and outstanding at the date of
years next preceding the sur- ing. XIrs. Bambini s own preparation Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
cott, Ariz.; W. H. Anderson and wife said meeting; that the entire number twenty
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co,
vey of the townsnip, viz..
of complexion cream builds up the
Blsbee, Ariz.; G. G. Nicker. Julia Cly of shares present or represented at
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty,
complexion,
improves
M.;
the
N.
G.
Valencia,
cnavez,
skin
nnd
of
Jose
iner, Yuma, Ariz.; XIrs. Win. Morris said meeting was cast for the adoption Jesus Sanciiez y Alarld, of Valencia and is guaranteed not to be Injurious. 906 West Railroad avenue. Auto
Bisbee, Ariz.; F. H. Shaffer. I.as of the foregoing amendment to the N. M.; Gregorio Aragon, of Valencia She also prepares a hair tonic that matic 'phone, 179.
Vegas. N. M.; W. G. Ellsworth, Tuc Certificate of Incorporation of said N. M.; foiicarpio Sandier, of Peralta cures and prevents dandruff and hair
(Signed)
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
son, Ariz.: F. B. Laine, Clifton, Aria. company.
falling out; restores lite to dead hair;
N. M.
GEORGE I BROOKS.
John Keller. Prescott, Ariz.; Miss
Any person who desires to protest removes moles, warts and superfluous
H.
R.
WHITING,
FREDERICK H. NEWMAN
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock cf Staple Groceries
Dowdel, Miss Harris, Cananea, Mexagainst the allowance of said proof, ; hair Also a face iowder, a freckle No. 119 South Second Street, First
Subscribed and sworn to before me or
ico; Mrs. J. S. Williams, Jr., and fam
in the Southwest.
rea- cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
any
who
knows
substantial
ot
National Bank building.
day of July. A. I) son
ily, Nacozarl, Mexico; John F. Miller, this twenty-fourt- h
of All of these preparations are purety
regulations
under
the
laws
aid
Albuquerque, N. M.
(Sinned)
Ban Xavler, Ariz.; F. C. Holling, Tuc- - 1906.
the Interior department why such vege table compounds. Have Just ad
Examiner and abstracter of land
Seal.
JOHN M. MOORE.
AND
non, Ariz.; M. A. Peterson and wife
allowed, will be ded a vibrator machine for treatment titles, including those of Spanish and
proof
be
not
should
Notary Public.
Bisliee, Ariz.;
J. R.
Tucson
given an opportunity at the above of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. Mexican origin.
Ariz., Herbert Lacy, W. E. Lacy
It is also used for iheumaticin, pains
RAILROAD AVENUE.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Rec'd mentioned time and place to
Cor.
Endorsed: No.
Globe, Ariz.; F. M. Strubb, Phoenix Vol. 5. Page 4"6. 4515.
PRIVATE LESSONS.
the witnesses of said claim- and massage
Aril.; Mrs. W. W. Junes, El Paso,
Will be given in Spanish, French
to Articles of Incorpor ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Our ROUGH DRY woik don't have and German, als in public high
Texas; John H. McCabe. Phoenix Amendment
of that submitted ny claimant.
atlon,
Carrier
Oyster
National
Com
Laundry
Imperial
ever.
be
to
washed
Ariz.; H. L. Pickett, Tombstone
school branches. Terms reasonable.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
WE TAKE YOUR PLUMBING
IN
pany, Increasing Capital Stock.
Register. Co.
Ariz.; H. J. Smith and wife, Mrs. J
MRS. C. O'CONNOR ROBERTS.
HAND
In office of secretary of NewFiled
Library
W. Hernandez and Alelia Hernandez Mexico July 25, 19n6, at 9 a. m.
o
Business College Rooms,
TAKE A PLUNGE
Jtermoslllo, Mexico; James Scow and
Building, East Railroad avenue.
Immediately we get your order, and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
'n
J.
W.
RAYNOLD3,
Secretary
the
wife, Dos Cabezos, Ariz.; C. J. Kim-bell- ,
push it along to completion without
POOL.
Compd. O. to M.
SWIMMING
Prescott, Ariz.; P. J. Signor and
unnecessary delay. Prompt and relia(Homestead Entry No. C2C3.)
TEACHER OF PIANO.
Daily,
Open
Street.
5C4
North
Firt
wife, Wlnslow, Ariz.; E. L. Messinger Territory of New .Mexico, Countv o Department of the Interior, Land Ofble work denote our methods, and the
10 p. m.
m.
to
a.
10
7o7
Mi.-studio
C.
s
Fay
materials we employ are made by the
and wife, Phoenix, Ariz.; Mrs. F. B.
fice at San;a Fe, New Mexico, July
Bernalillo ss.
c
a
pupils
Primary
Brent, Thog. Bentley, Hermosllo,
17. 1906.
be: manufacturers, and speak for
This Instrument was filed for record
The picnic caskets for sale at the North First street.
inMexico; Mrs. J. Angulo, Yuma, Ariz.; on the 27lh day of July. 1906. at 9:00
themselves. You have nothing to lote
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Mcintosh Hardware company's store specialty; 50c per lesson. Parties
terested write or call.
everything to gain by having us
W. B. Kelly. Bisbee, Ariz.; James L. o'clock a. m. Recorded in Vol. B lowing named settler has filed notice (.re in0tpena5le for outing parties.
d i your plumbing.
Marr and wife. El Paso. Texas; Shir- Mlseel. of Records of said county, of his intention to make final proof
FORMULA.
DR.
VAUCAIRE'S
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
We carry ihe finest line of garden
In mppcrt oi his claim, and that said
ley Christy, Phoenix, Ariz
folio 127.
Henry
Mrs.
by
'
Recommended
proof will be made before the probate Monday, and get Is back Wednesday. Syme-shose in the city.
,i
A. E. WALKER.
four
from
bust
the
develop
to
clerk at Albuquerque, New .iexlco, on Imperial Laundry Co.
Recorder.
made
be
to
Guaranteed
to
inches.
six
September 5. 1906, viz.:
forThe picnic baskets fcr .ait at the from pure Galegal Extract. The speStandard Plumbing and Heating Cc.
Felix Garcia y Salazar, of Albutonic, but has a
querque, Bernalillo county. New Mex- Mclntoth Hardware company's store mula is a general
NOTICE TO SUM- perfectly
la
upon
bust.
the
parties.
cific
outing
effect
oi
indispensable
Colo., Red 284.
Auto. "Phone, 671.
ico, for the NEVi SE4. Section 10; are
MER WANDERERS.
o
harmless. For sale at the Alvarado
B NWV4 SW4. Section 11. Township 10
In BdvertitiLg pharmacy.
results
oi;
If
vfitit
Have The Evening Citizen for- north. Ranue 5 east.
try au Evening Citizen watt ad
warded to your address when
He names the following witnesses
No uncertainty ; no long waitiug for
you go away on your vacation.
lo prove his continuous residence upon
results. Apply Hagun's Magnolia Balm
it you are now a paid up sub- - 1 ami cultivation of said land, viz.:
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
to your Wr and you'll have u smooth,
"
l l
n Lateral
srriber, please let us know when V
Trulillo. Francisco Oiguin, Da- lilar
'N't
polish complexion. It is a ililuati ly
you order the paper forwarded, e riu Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca. a'.l of
INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT-EW t ni
..ni r i.i tiit'iftjB
knu..,'i
SHER..iAN WILLIAMS PAINT Covers mou, ko( be:-t- , wears tte
li(ui(l which puts youthful
U, ....U
ft, lt,l
(..!.-and alo let us know If you de- - t Carpenter, New Mexico.
longest, most economical; full
a t'Ull.tM, bl:(l
PUBLIC
U.! ,
...W
NOTARY
btauty where aigus of HL'e
to np-r- .
sire it stoppt-- at your home ad- - '
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Bl'ILDi.Nu PAPER Always in Mock. 1 ;.-- r. I. in, e. Cement. Paint.
CVurs the akin of free kles, piui-ik- , f dress. Be careful
Register.
post- - 4
give
to
MCikkatl.C
lld!, 1U lrBeU.
Glass, Sash. Itoors, Etc.
kalluw IW.SD and oilier hlcuiishct.
4' office, hotel or street address, in
Block, Albuquerque
ft
t.B..
ALEUCUEFCUE, NEW MEX.
ly lUTtu, I'rvriiiil. lor Rcc.in 5, Cromwell
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
all cases
7tY
Wl. ur
A Citizen Want ad does the work
'4
.'
SI
H
t.uttlni
if
V
Automatic Telephone, 174.
fry one.
i.
A
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two-thir-
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000CaCe00

s

The Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Ass'n of Las Vegas, N. M.

five-horh-

....

Money to Loan to Build a Home

N. E. STEVENS,

General Ag't.

D0CCC000000

two-third-

,.

3. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

I

FREIGHT WAGONS

FARM

1

cross-examin-

e
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A way
to look Young.
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LA FOLETTE

About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

Now is the Time

NEVER EATS
MEAT AT ALL

to make

Discarded It Entirely From

In the meantime, however, we will continue to sell choice

Menu Six

His

No Interest.

Years Ago.

Your Selection

By Josiah King.ley.
Special to Citizen.
President Roosevelt Is no pioneer
among public men in making war
upon the beef trust. Long before the
president, 'had thougt of putting
iMesrs. Armour, Swift, and their associates or the products of the in
stitutions owned by these eminent,
millionaires on the black list, Sen
ator La Follette. of Wisconsin, had
put them all out or business, so far,
at least, as he himself la concerned.
For six years not a penny of
La Follette's money has ever
jtone toward swelling the Armour
millions. Those millions
have gone on accumulating. It Is true
but Wisconsin's little giant holds in
bis tifart the proud consciousness
that he has contributed nothing toward them. Nor will be. Beverldge
bill or no Beverldge bill.
Senator IA Follette is a vegetarian. Not like so many, a mete diletcrusade, but an
tanti in the
active, actual, business vegetarian.
Most' men of large affairs especially
men engaged In what, for want of a
better term, Is called "brain" work,
cut down the amount of meat In their
daily diet as they grow older. Senator La Follette cut meat out altogether aoout six years ago, yet he
stands today as fine a specimen of
fighter as the world can
show.
With him the metamorphosis was
precipitated by bad health, due to impaired digestion. He was "down and
out," physically. The best he could
e
weighing
do to a
was to push the Indicator to the
mark; There were "Stalwarts" In Wisconsin who would
gladly have contributed toward footing an undertaker's bill, and who believed somebody would
have that
gladsome oportunity.
"I made a thorough and. so far as
I was able, scientific study of myself," explained Senator La Follette,
when asked to tell the story of bis
dietary change. "I realized that, if I
were going to accomplish ony of the
things I mad set out to do. I must
have healtn. My digestive apparatus
was sadly disarranged. The problem
was how to secure the necessary nutriment to keep up the steam without
putting upon the digestive machinery
more work than it could do. The
maximum of nutriment
from the
minimum of food that was the end
to be aimed at. I made a scientific
Study of myself and solved the problem, so far as I myself am concerned.
The secret? English walnuts.
Milk
and English walnuts."
By this it Is not to be understood
that Wisconsin's Man of the Hour
lives exclusively upon these two articles of food, but they do form the
staples of his diet. Here U his daily
menu:
Breakfast Two whole wheat biscuits and milk. No coffee or tea
both bad for the digestion.
Luncheon More
Outside
milk.
pieces of bread or zweibach. A few
English walnuts, if they are within
reach.
Dinner More English walnuts, a
dozen or two. More milk. Such fresh
vegetables as agree with bini, particularly asparagus and spinach.
Is this diet sufficient to sustain
life? Well, rather. If there is one man
in American public life who is thoroughly alive, It Is Robert Marion La
Follettee. Fell his arm. All muscle.
A prize fighter anxious to get Into
pink of condition would envy it.
The political life of Senator La
Follette ha a consisted of a series of
strenuous compaigns. His last race
for governor waa no race as far as he
was concerned, his
being
assured from the first; but he was
determined to have a legislature that
Swift-Morri-

s

stand faithful to his reform
measures, and to this end he bent all
his energies. For forty-eigh- t
days at
a stretch he went
the highways of Wisconsin In an automobile.
making six. eight, ten speeches a day
not short addresses,
but real
speeches, in which he carried home
to the people of the different villages
and towns the meaning of the freight-- j
rate question as It affected them.)
Hard speeches, full of detailed discus-sion of an Issue upon which the peo- pie had to be educated from the very
bottom; speeches full of comparisons
of the rates of those towns and villages in Wisconsin coming and go-Ing with the rates of similarly sit-- !
tinted villages and towns In Illinois
and Iowa, the two adjoining states,
which had Btate railway commissions
of the kind he was advocating
for
Wisconsin. No man has ever done
a more atrtnuous piece of compalgn-ing- .
would

119 S. Second St,

per

$25 to $150

level, at from

MILK AND ENGLISH WALNUTS

IPropeirlty

HJJevSveir'SBty IMIeSglhiits

i

No Notes.

50-fo- ot

lot. $5 down, $5

No Mortgages.

lots, perfectly

per month.

No Assessments.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.

First Nat'l Bank Bid.
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Throughout those forty-eigh- t
days
his breakfast, dinner and supper he
carried in his automobile. R-- each
meal fresh milk the supply being replenished at dairies and farm houses
and two slices of bread, these buttered. Sometimes with cheese between them.
"The right kind of cheese lx not
indigestible," he says. "The stringy
kind Is bad, but the right kind,
grated, is all right."
Sometimes he eats sardines when
out on a trip like this peeling the
skin carefully from each. But, as a
rule, his diet la milk and English
walnuts!
And will euch a diet make "steam?"
r
the
will ask.
Take a look at La Follette. Watch
him in action In the senate, or on the
lecture platform. Follow his trail
when he is after grafters in Washington or In Wisconsin.
Physically, there is no better
alive. Shorviegged. but
not fat. no surplus flesh,
complexion clear, eyes full of fire.
From the tips of his toes toUhe top
cf his bristling pompadour every inch
a man.
Then If
still have any doubt
about Ills vim and vigor, aslc Sponer
and the other Wisconsin stalwarts.
They know.
beef-eate-

In Your Laundry
Than any other article
And with less labor

20
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HOT SUN OF ARIZONA
FATAL TO SLEEPER.

Jose Varela of Tucson s
found
dead at that place where he had been
stopping the other morning, shortly
after the midnight hour, Eays the
Bisbee Miner.
He complained f feeling badly and
lay down in the shade of a tree to
rest. The people of the house left
during the day and did not return until aliout midnight, and then they
found Varela where they had left him
iu the morning. Life was extinct.
Judge Bennett was notified and he
went to hold the Inquest. A verdict
of death from natural causes wa3 returned. Varela had evidently laid
down to sleep In the shade and remained there after the sun hit him.
He had probably been drinking and
the effects of the blazing sun and the
whiskey acted together to bring about
this end.

(When writing ty any of the Hotels
advertising
in this column' kindly
mention Most Anything. The editor
declines to be responsible for any
statement made In this guide.)
The Tourists' Guide.
(When writing to any of the hotels
advertising In this column kindly
mention Most Anything. The editor
declines to be responsible for any
statement made in this guide.)

BUXKEVILLE HOUSE. Homelike
meals. Including chicken dinner every
Sunday; 23 miles from the nearest
church; excellent boating during the
rainy season; no mosquitoes after
Iec. 1; croquet grounds for the ladies and Pbiladelphians.
GOUGEM-ON-TH-- LAKE.
E
The
most popular resort on Lake Superior; only nine miles from the lake;
ideal place for business men suffering
from brain fag; roller skating rink,
scenic railway, dance pavilion, bowling alley and pinochle rooms on the
grounds.

PIXEVILLE-ON'-TH-

m

Antiseptic and Preventing
Odor from Perspiration.
Borax.

II
ed

ALBUQUERQUE

j

September

3u0;

M,

pride
The burden of thy sex on land and
sea
Been stored these years, while men
have lied
And called YOU woman fiee from
vanity.

906.

Maneuver by United 8Utet Troop,
Baby 8how.
Jersey 8tock Show.
-r
Poultry Exhibit.
..V
' &
Trade Display.
Flower Parade.
" '
"
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attraction, with 20 .how. On the
street carnival all th time.
80METHINQ DOING. ALU THE TIME.

"

--

gfjn

'

iX"""

hard-heade-

CANWEA

1

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
bat nothing like this.

Special Correspondence.
alack,
iNew York, July 27. Alas,
the Goddess of Liberty has fallen to
the most despised of feminine ways.
She Is to resort to paint to bolster Mp
her fading charms. A hotiso painter
on a scaffold will daub her majestic
face with beatifying cosmetic and her
raiment will be changed from green to
brown.
The United States government has
awarded a $GO,ooo contract for the
painting of Liberty. For eighteen
years, while she has stood bearing
her torch aloft over New York Lay,
the salt winds from the seas hive
coated her with a thick layer of verSaved Hi Comrade' Life.
digris. It is feared that unless this
"While returning from ttie Grand
. ..
;:.
h :
coating is scraped and a coat of paint
Army encampment at Washington
laid on the bronze plates will be dancity, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
gerously Impaired.
taken with cholera morbus and was rn
Artists have vigorously opposed the
a critical condition," says Mr. J. E.
change. They say that the delicate
Houghland, of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave
green coating sets off the graceful
hlra
Chamhberlain's
Colic, Cholera
a til Diarrhoea Itetredy and I bellove
lines of the statue and that the "patina" has long been one of the chief
it saved his life.. I have been engaged for ten year In Immigration
charms of the goddess. However, the
"
work and have conducted many parutilitarians are to have
ties to the south and west. I always
their way. Brown varnish Is to be
carry this remedy and have used It
used.
successfully on many occasions."
In addition the light in Liberty's THE STATUE OF
LIBERTY IN Sold by ail druggists.
torch Is to be increased In size and
NEW YORK HARBOR.
o
there Is to an elevator run by elecThe youngest soldier la the civil
tricity from her toes to the elbow of ltors have the long climb up the war
has been found again. Hope this
her upraised arm. No longer will vis- - winding stairway.
doesn't stir up the oldest Odd Fellows.

Rates
on all Railroads
Rfirfiirifiri

I

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

v---

RIOT
STORIES FALSE

U. S.

CONSUL MAKES tMPHATIC
DENIAL OF RUMORS SENT OUT
SAYS THEY ARE CIRCULATED
FOR MERCENARY
PURPOSES.

United States Consular Agent John
B. Hreathiu, of Cananea, Mexico, arrived here with emphatic denial of
rumors current along the border of
another uprising ati Cananen, in which
Colonet W. C. Greene was alleged to
have been shot, tie said:
"I wish to state, through the Associated Presm to the people of the country tuat all stories of unrest or of
prospective trouble at Cananea ar
absolutely false and circulated solely
for mercenary purjKses.
"As for Cananea, Sonora. the friends
of the thousands of Americans who
are there can rest assured that they
are absolutely safe."
Colonel Breathitt Is widely known
as a former railroad commissioner of
Mi.--s
uri, and later as a member of
the democratic national committee of

8CREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
The unders'jned 1j prepared to for $1.25.
make trips to and from the celebratWe are making window screen all
ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any In- mortised together, and as strong as
formation defired can be secured a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
from George II. Moore, No. 113 West screen door,
or
that
Railroai avenue.
will outlast any door shipped In here
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
from the cast, together with trimmings, for 11.25.
We make the regular shop made
s creep doors that have always cost,
heretofore, J2.00 to 12.25. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANIN3 MILL CO.
THE SHORT LINE
FROM
The picnic basket for .ale at the!
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS

Illinois Central R.R,

COLORADO
--

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Dclulfi

AN3 THE N;?THWEIT,

ONE NIGHT

'

-

are indi. pen. able for outing

RAILROADJTIME

To

Sl'NNYSIDK COTTAGE
This
beautiful hotel is only a few hours" Arizona.
ride from New York and Philadelphia. It was formerly a colonial
T
"Rev. Dr. Jabben preached a fin1
mansion and was once used by Gen. sermon on Sunday morning. He beCHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS.
Washington as his headquarters. Try lieves the story Is literall true."
It and see what Washington
had to
"I don't know that I have much r
ST. PAUL. F03T DODGE.
put up with.
gard for his opinion of Jonah."
WATERLOO. OU3UQUE. GALENA,
"Why not?"
Sir Walter Raleigh smiled as he fell
"He's from Boston, and lie's a base-ha- ll
ROCKFORD.
the blade of the ax.
FfiEEFORT.
fan."
"Io you think this Is a Joke? ' asked
Thr;
finest tram srvi e to thea:ove
the headsman.
ANNUAL
MEETING
OF EAGLES.
.
.
N- w;:ts: ai-- o
Orleans,
"Not at all. but it might be worse.
I was thinking
!"'. .aiiville.
Vu
thut if I were not ex. Annual Session, Grand Aerie, Fralad.;
rented now I might take a trip to the
ternal Order of Eagles, MilwauNahvdi, "Cm: A" .u ;u. Ga.; Jaok- I'ni'ed States and pusshly be Will--kee, Wis., August 14 to 18.
n v.il.', Fla., ar. i. .': oilier point. in
;iutoinclii!e.
!v mi
Co aheail. l)n't
i..
F r tue ahove occasion the Siira '..r- ou'h at.d it
to on my account."
Fe will sell tickets to Milwaukee for
Or?
805
C8.
T.cket
Seventeenth St.,
"Hon; man says nobody ever lost fIT.Mi for the ion:,! trip. TickeN o,'
sale Auu.--t 11. - an i 13.
mulling by being polite"
Final Dinver, Colo. Pnons, Main 1125.
limit. August 2.1.
'W' '
lie never did "
JAVES CULTON.
I
T. E.
Try a Citizen Want ad.
Igent A. T., & S. F. K
Commercial Agt.
I

7th to 22nd,

2:18 Pace Surburg't Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon' White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit.
Relay Race.
Race.
Ladle' Half-Mll- e

NEW DRESS FOR MISS LIBERTY
Oh, Liberty, fair Goddess of the Free,,
Where In thy hollow head has

1

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

;

Mem-i'lii.'t-

your dealer hasn't it don't buy
boras. Write to us, till us bit
name, enclosing 5c, and we will mail
you a package and will alio send you
our illustrated booklet, "Boras in the
Home." Address, Fac:5c Coast UotkSt
Co., Chicago, 111.
aJul-tera'.-

On-

German cooking;; capacaccommodations for 150.
Write to Jasper Johnson for circular
with pictures of the garden from
which we get all vegetables used.

Will Sterilize
Ail Articles of Clothing,
Acting as an

laslit cn

HILL,

plumbing;

ity
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E

three hours from a railroad; In
the heart of the Blue Ridge; open

or Dining Room
And mahe it Bright

ary laboratories, It 1s not possible to
secure the very high temperatures
and the tremendous pressures which
are supposed to exist far below the
crust of the earth.
So Mr. Carnegie will build this laboratory and equip it with hydraulic
pressing machines which will press
harder than any machine In the world.
.At the same time he will equip it with
electric furnaces which will make
things better than they have ever
been made In any furnace in the
world. Then the heated substance
will be subjected to the great pressure, and we will see what happens.
If it chances to be pure carbon that
is so treated the result ought to be
diamonds.

yt

THE TOURIST'S GUIDE.

ly

Will Cleanse Every Article
In your Kitchen

The Carnegie institution has started
the erection in Washington, D. C, of
a geophysical laboratory to cost in the
neighborhood of $200,000. It will le
equipped with machinery for making
experimental studies of rocks and
other things. It Is quite possible that
It will end by making diamonds.
The purpose of the geophysical scientists is to see how far their theories In regard to the construction of
the earth's surface will stand the tests
of experimental reproduction of rocks
and dirt. The geologists have claimed that, certain conditions of great
heat and great pressure will produce
certain results.
With ordinary machinery, in ordin

FAIRl

ERRITORIA

WHERE HARDEST PRESSURE AND GREATEST HEAT WILL BK

u

CHUCKALUCK INN One of the
gems of the Adirondacks, only 30
hours from New York; strictly family
men
resort: chorus girls, Wall-s- t.
and Pittsburg millionaires positively
not admitted.

Will produce Whiter
Cleaner Clothes

ft

partie.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
WlttlWM

DEN VER
&

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE
"Scenic Line of the World"

TABLE

(In effect July 1, 1906.)
Eastbound
No. 2, Atlant c Expre.s, arrives 7:61
a. iu., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:61
p. in., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ei
press, arrives 6:45 p. m-- , depart
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:1
p. ui , departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3. California Limited, arrive
11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Expre.s.
arrive 12:t", p. m., departs
p. ni.

No.

L'T,

Kl

Pa.-i-

8hortet and quickest line from
Santa F to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rate a low a by
and other lines.
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
On all

Southbound.
train, departs at 12:35

For Illustrated advertising matter
or information, address or apply to

p. ni.

Local freight train. No. 99, south
bound, departs at 6 a. m., and car

rles passengers.
Arrive. From South.
Kxprrgs, arrives
No. "2, M

7:
a. m.
No. 1 runs direct to I.oj Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and

San Francisco.
A'l train daily.

T. E. PCRDY, Agent.

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
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New Mexico's Dowry
Agriculture is the foundation of all national prosperity, and more thnn any other of the great enterprises
of civilized life It serves to difTuse wealth with somewhat
of equality among the masses. No country dependent
great
alone upon mining ever has or ever will become
Insingle
a
produce
to
History
fails
prosperous.
and
failsuch
that
conclude
to
reasonable
stance, and It Is
ure will be eternal. Mining may make and has made a
few very rich men and while It lasts it may give and
has given employment at more or less reasonable wages
to a comparatively large number of men; but In none
of these respects, except in that of making a few millionaires, can it at all compare with agriculture, commerce or manufacture. Then, too, mining of any product
and in any country is a process of wealth destruction.
A mine is worth more with Its entire mineral contents
Intact than It is when half of those contents have been
taken away. When all of such contents have been taken
away the mine Is worth nothing. Vet such Is the fate of
every mine.
Its worthlessness must ultimately be
In this connection the following from the
reached.
Is decidedly to the point:
Pueblo. Colo.,
"While mining has by no means reached its limit In
this state and there are yet untold millions locked up
In the bowels of the Rocky mountain regions in Colorado, the greater progress of the Centennial state will
in the future depend largely upon agricultural pursuits;
the raising of grain, development of vegetables and
fruits and the growth of feed for animals."
The Citizen has been led to this line of thought
by the fact that Arizona papers are spurning the proposed union of that territory with New Mexico in a Joint
state, on the ground of Arizona's wealth and New Mexico's poverty. Yet The Citizen recently showed that
with the exception of mineral deposits New Mexico Is
the superior of Arizona in every industry that pertains
o civilization and prosperity. Then, too. In the most
important of all minerals, coal. New Mexico also leads
the procession.
It is true hat Arizona has developed several fine
cows like Eps Randolph, Senator Clark, the Phelps-Dodg- e
people. Charley Shannon and others which graze
in Arizona and give their milk in Canifornla, Montana,
New York and such like places; but when It comes to
real wealth, wealth spent In New Mexico ns well as
made here, the advantages of New Mexico over Arizona
are far up in the superlative degree; and when the exhausted mines of Arizona shall be only scenes of desolation and decay, the agricultural wealth of New Mexico
will still be blooming and blossoming as becomes the
very garden of the Lord.
These things are true, and New Mexico wants it
a,
fully understood that while she desires union with
she will come not as a portionless bride, but
' dowered with the fairest earthly heritage,
and that even
after the performance of the wedding ceremony the gray
mare will remain the letter hose.
Star-Journ-

Dawson, July 27. Ten thousand dollars for rain!
That Is the sum the Yukon district is to pay C. M. Hatfield, the rainmaker, for his season's work, providing he
causes enough rain to fall to keep the sluice lxxes full
and make the season's mining profitable.
chosen King Solomons Dome,
Mr. Hatfield ha
twenty-eigh- t
miles from Dawson, as the most advanThis Is the hightageous point for his observations.
est elevation in the district and at the head of the principal creeks. He has now been at work for nearly two
weeks, and rain has been reported from some point In
the district every day. Of the $10,0iio which is to be
has been subscribed by the
paid Mr. Hatfield, one-haYukon council and the balance by prominent miners. A
committee has been appointed to decide whether or not
lf

Wise Weighty Words
Judge Matt G. Reynolds of St.
who enjoys the
respect and good will of many citizens of the territory,
and who is thoroghly acquainted with its conditions and
resources, in an interview published in the New Mexican yesterday stated that he was of the opinion, should
the people of New Mexico and Arizona reject the enabling act known as. the Hamilton statehood law, nqver
again would a congress of the United States treat them
as generously and as kindly as in that measure.
The judge, who enjoys the acquaintance of many
prominent statesmen and politicians and who understands conditions at the national capital, also said. that
he thought, were the Joint statehood measure defeated
at the polls in November next, congress would in the
near future create the state of Arizona out of the two
territories at any rate, with or without the consent of
"
the people.
There Is a serious matter for thorough reflection and
earnest consideration in these statements. Judge Reynolds is a true friend and sincere well wisher of the
people of the Sunshien Territory. He has no axes to
grind and looks at the situation as a cool and unprejudiced observer who wishes that his friends In the Sun
shine Territory and in Arizona should do the best under
the circumstances and secure for themselves the 'co
lossal benefits," as he calls them, contained in the Ham
ilton law. The interview contains a gTeat deal of meat
and advice that the voters of the two territories will do
very well to heed when the decision is up to them in a
- r
few months. New fexlcarf.

PARAGRAPHS

For Mine Owners

JULY 27, 1908.
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UNLOADING SALE

Hon. C. F. Easley, general counsellor of the Albuquerque Eastern, Santa Fe Central and the Pennsylvania
company. Is in the city
from Santa Fe on business with Delegate W. H. Andrews and Col. W. 6.
Hopewell. Mr. Easley expects to return to Santa Fe this evening.
Col. John Stein, the well known division superintendent of Harvey's eating houses last night, leaving on the
few hours last night, leaving. on the
south train for San Marclal, where he
Several
Dollars. It
goes on business with Division Superbe
must
sold
some price. Go it
intendent Etter of the Santa Fe road.
Mr. Stein will return to the city tomust.
confound
this sale
morrow morning.
with
A. H. McDermott, who left the city
of the
fake sales
Inst January to take a position in the
now
going
So
on.
stores
Santa Fe hospital at Ends, N. M., Is
here on a visit. Mr. McDermott Is acthis
season
merely
plow over their
companied by his son. A. H. McDerstock and then
mott, Jr., who Is visiting his father.
the
"weeds" with
The younger McDermott Is cattle buyclearance
cards.
sales are
er for the packing house of the G. 11.
Hammond company of Chicago.
paper sales and nothing more. You
Col. George K. Nehcr, proprietor of
will find here no tricks, no shams,
the White Elephant, returned Inst
night from a pleasure trip to Denver.
no strings tied to our
offers
He says that the Elks had the time
of their life at the convention and that
Albuquerque missed an excellent opportunity to advertise Itself by not
sending a large delegation to It. Mrs.
Neher returned to the city with the
colonel.
Mrs. 3. Pratt, sister of Mrs. John
Fine Clothing and
Borradaile and Col. Perfecto Armijo,
Furnishings
Is expected to arrive tomorrow morning from Fort Houston. Texas, where
she has been visiting her son, who is
HHE1
an officer of the United States army.
It is thought that Sheriff Armijo. who
See the picnic baskets In the Mcin
went to Texas after Mosher. the forg- tosh
company's display
er, will accompany Mrs. Pratt to the window.Hardware
city tomorrow.
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Hatfield earns his money, George T. Coffee being the
referee.
The tower shown in the picture is the only visible
part of Hatfield's work. He makes a mysterious inspection of It every day by means of a ladder. Hatfield expects, if his work here is successful, to interest the BIG COLONY
OF ALFU- United States government. He does not claim to make1
QlERQl'EANS AT LONG BEACH
the rain. He says he attracts and precipitates the moisture by means of electrical vibration, assisted by chemicals.
"
W. M. Ments, representing the
But how he gets it is of little interest to the gold
Mutual Life Ins'.trr.nee compeny,
hunters of this country. They don't care for his explan- with headquarters and home at Long
ation as long as he delivers the goods. The more water Beach, Calif., is In the city and will
remain a few days. He says Albutho more nuggets.
querque has a colony of over a hundred of her citizens enjoying life at
Ixng Beach, besides several hundred
more scattered along the Pacific coast
from Santa Monica to San Pedro. He
reports T. A. Whitler in the real es
tate and loan business at Ing Beach,
and doing well. He says H. S. Mun- son sold out his fruit business on the
t main street of Ing Beach, and one of
the principal physicians of that re
'My idea in this thing is to find a way o raise a sort is Dr. P. D. Bishop, who was a
a
little boy." So says Upton Sinclair of his hopes for
resident of Albuquerque a few years
go.
community. .Most community experiments
have failed perhaps because the fundamental purpose
BERRIES,
FRESH
PEACHES,
was not vital enough to cause individuals to sink their
AND OTHER FRUITS, TOtemperamental differences and blend into perfect har PLUMS
MORROW,
AT
mony of effort and method. Idealists are reajly the most
J. W. ANDERSON & CO S..
unadaptable people in the world. They take themselves
Raynolds Block.
so seriously that it is next to impossible for them to
o
accept another's rule of life. If they agree upon one
Have you seen our delicatessen depoint secularism, collective ownership, free love, or partment? The finest in New Mexico.
what not they are none the less sure to disagree rad- Always all kinds cf lunch goods on
ically on something else. This is the main reason why hand:
CHEESE, all kinds.
communities have so generally failed.
SAUSAGE.
But the central purpose announced by Sinclair to
BOILED HAM.
find a way to raise a little boy has Its root deep in the
CHIPPED BEEF.
mansoul and is so potent and so
that all
CANNED FISH.
kind might lie held together in common impulse by it.
CANNED MEATS.
There is no higher purpose known to man's mind than
JAR CHEESE.
PEANUT BUTTER, Etc.
that. There is no more effective way of substantially
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
serving the race, both in the present and in posterity,
"Good Things to Eat."
and of uplifting this life on earth for all time. The right
raising of a boy creates a force for good in the world
such as can be created in no other way and which can
not be measured, for, like the plant whose good fruit
produces good seed, it reproduces and increases forever.
All the social evila that sociologists seek to remedy
may be remedied by the right raising of the little boys
and no social condition can be permanently bettered in
any other way. Monopoly, poverty and the economic
injustice that produces both can not be cured in our own
times. The personal vices that manacle the race, the
selfish passions and divergent impulses that set us at
variance, can not be cut off In any one generation. But
conditions grow better or worse, according as each gen
eration of boys is raised rightly, to grapple with them
wisely and masterfully, or badly, to submit to them and
thus make them worse. The right raising of a little boy
Is a vital purpose for a great community of sincere social
reformers. It ought to be vital enough to bring all man
kind together an bold It In common interest
'The Beautiful Comedy Drama
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Rearing of a Boy Is
Fundamental Purpose
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Leighton
Stock Co.
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Unaccountableness
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of Youthful
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La Belle Marie
Miss Leighton Appearing in the dual
roles of Jean Inglesme and
La Belle Marie.
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BEGIN NOW

Hot

We opened for subscription July 1,
new series of monthly payment sav
ings installment stock; $1 per month
will carry a $200 share.
Also a series of prepaid investment
stock paying 6 per cent Interest, on
deposits of $100 and upwards.
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all
stock.
We will loan you money to buy or
build you a home at once, if you be
come a stockholder.

UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
BUILDS

Springs

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

Building and Loan

Association

of Albuquerque
Established In 1888.
ROOM 19, GRANT BLOCK.
H. TILTON,
Secretary.
Information Desired Furnished.

Adams & Dilgard

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

New Mexico

H

Any

Clothing and
Furnishings

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAIN.,

FOR THE FUTURE

The

Fine

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS
f

Pa-c!fl-

1

It Is easily understood why Mark Smith United with
the Arizona mine owners in endeavoring to defeat statehood for that territory. He is a mine owner himself, and
a fellow feeling makes one wondrous kind. The explanation is given in the following from the Chihuahua,
Mex., Enterprise:
By way of Tucson comes the news that an English
syndicate has purchased the Congreso and El Senado
mines of Mark Smith, Arizona's delegate to congress,
and Judge U O. Cowen of that city, for $250,000. The
properties are situated G5 miles west of Carbo and eighty
miles northwest of Hermosillo. The mines have about
1,000 feet of development work done on them and a long
litigation was recently ended in the supreme court of
Mexico deciding in favor of Smith and Cowen. The sale
just made was consummated through Fred Swinuey of
London, England, who is well known In the southwest.
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EVENING CITIZEN.
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A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

TO

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Angeles,
Los

a.

Calif.

Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests Is a pleasure to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

Funeral Directors
Embalming

Is

Our Specialty

Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad
Auto.,
Colo, phone, Black, 298.

Av.

taoeX0aao
KEEP

152.

employer would be saving a dollar
a week fr?m your earnings. Why

GAS RANGE

?

You can be using one, getting all the
heat you want, and still have the top
of the range cold within a foot of the

People become rich by spending
less than they make. They keep
their expenditures below their income. At the end of each year
there U a surplus to their credK
In the hank.
A bank account puts system into
your saving, because it furnishes
a complete record of all money received and paid out.

A study of the cases Iu' the Juvenile court brings Amateur Contests
out this question, Who is to blame that these children
Friday Nights
are here? One not familiar with the history of these
cases will quickly answer, "Their parents or the lack of
them." Of course, this is true in a large number of
cases, but it is astonishing to know the numerous cases Cast)
Prize Awarded Winner
that come from apparently good homes; homes where
peace and plenty and kindness and wisdom seem to
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
reign; and this astonishment is equaled by that felt
PRICES OF ADMISSION, 15 AND
when you know the number of children in apparently
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO
25 CENTS.
bad homes and bad environment that turn out well.
viThe psychologist accounts for this by saying the
Statements are made cious tendency was handed down from some remote an
San Francisco Chronicle:
great
peasants
are using the torch with
that the Russian
cestor; but it is hard to understand why an intelligent
freedom in many parts of the empire, in some quarters youth will deliberately go to the dogs because some
It Is assumed that they are instigated lo this course, but
had a bad streak in him. As
such an assumption seems gratuitous. Considering the sociation with these prone-to-ev- ll
youngsters is a series
treatment to which the poor wretches have been exposed of surprises. Their minds teem with Viclousness, their
Agent For
during centuries. It would le astonishing If they dis Ideals are fiendish and their first deliberate acts of childplayed any other quality than revengefuluess iu such hood are cnn-- i ;ind monstrous. How harsh that sounds
a Juncture as the present. The atrocities in the rural to one who is us?d to thinking of a child as the embodi
districts of France during the revolution iu that coun- nient of innocence to one who thinks of winning the
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amuse- try were inspired by the same cause, but the grievances little culprit from hU bad ways by gathering him in her
rrunt nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;
of the French peasants were small compared with those arms and saying, "Be good, baby dear, mother loves
larg profits on small Investments. Investigation Invited.
endured by Russians In modern times. Taine, in his you.
FENNY PARLOR, 216' 2 South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
"Ancient Regime," tells us that the miseries of the counKindness, h uhness everything is lost on them.
try laborers in Fiance were great; that they were treat- They laugh at all the well meant efforts to reform th'-m- ;
ed with ignominy by an arrogant aristocracy and well you are a sucker'" if you are generous; you are -- dead
night famished, but they did not have the knout, as In easy If you are kind if you are shocked at their de
Russia, to excite them to the commission of fiendish pravity, they are amused. That a schoolgirl will make
acts, and if the excesses of ihe close of the eighteenth an appointment to meet a Chinaman in a saloon seems
century are surpassed in the czar's dominions we need past belief; yet 'he Incident is but one of many equally
not be surprised.
as revolting. If jou think reforming this schoolgirl Is
easy, It Is became you have had little experience In that
A few years ago alfalfa was peculiar to California, kind of work, and after years of earnest effort you will
but soon it spread Into Arizona and New Mexico on the feel tempted lo say. "Sho is wedded to her Idols, let her
southeast and into Nevada, Utah and Colorado, a little alone." Vet. lest one be lost that might be saved, the
further north. Now It has crossed the Mississippi, and effort of reform jioeN on. One weak mother In a neighevery year its extension is advancing with accelerated borhood is a menace to all the girls In her vinicity; her
upeed. Hut nowheie has It found or will It find a habitat girl corrupts others.
better suite! to the perfection of Its products than that
which is offered right here In New Mexico.
WHERE IT BELONGED.
An amateur authoress who had submitted a story to
GAME CALLED AT 3:30 P. M.
It has been estimated on close figures that .'init.umi a magazine waited for several weeks without hearing
'
.("
Americans will visit Europe this year. A New York from the editor concerning it. Finally she sent him H
Tickets bcuflht in the city include the
banker, after careful study, puts the amount of their note questing an early decision, us she said, she ' had
expenditures over there at $.'io,00ti,00o, or about the other irons in the tire."
t. .i
care fare.
Shortly after came the editor' reply:
total of our enormous balance of trade. This means that
I
Americans will spend In Europe alone every dollar of the
"Dear .Ma.la-have read your story und I should
balance due this country on account of lis entire inter- advise you to put it with the id her irons." Harper's
national trade.
Weekly.

The best proof that Gas
.burner.
Cookery Is cool cookery. You appreciate it wonderfully on a hot day.
Ranges on display at Electric

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

0aK000
H. O'REILLY & CO.
T.

Base Ball at the Traction Park
SUNDAY, JULY 29th

b'

C
'LEADING DRUGGISTS""
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

P. M. DAVIS

The Mills Novelty Company

WITH GAS

G00L--C00- K

With a coal stove you waste ten
times more heat than you use. Can't
cook anything upon It without heating
up the kitchen. Makes summer cookery unbearable. Different and better,
with Gas. Four burners on a

week, you would still live. Your

you

I

THE BEST IN TOWN
Per Gallon

-

-

-

i-'- "''

Admission 35 cents

$1.50

Special Pric

on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Red

92.

St. Elmos vs.

Mcintosh Browns

to'

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

should be cut a dollar a

rot

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

say your salary

If,--- we

to

LOOKS

dfef

GOOD

TO

f!

That's what you'll say when ycu
see that Lice li'.tle home, ail furnished, for 11, 300; $2t0 down ec
JDS a month.
b;ilunf

PORTERFIELD

CO..

IJO WEST COLD

ALBUQUERQUE
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Proposed to Build a Canal Decision of Eighth Circuit Will Be Here From Colorado Xew Postofflces and Post-an- McKcnzie Takes Little Stock
j
Office Appointments Se- the Entire West.
Which Will Reclaim Arid
In Story of General
Court of Appeal Affirms
by
Some Horses.
cured
Andrews.
Mesa Lands.
Sentence of 4 Years.
Strike of Miners.
AND KYAN ARE HERE HISTORY

CLARKE

Tatrick Clarke, sheriff of St. Ixiuls
county, together with J. A.
Ryan, of St. liiis. Is In the city looking over the irrigation project of the
Rio Grande Land. Water & lKvelop-mecompanv, with main offices in
St. Louis, of which W. P. Schutt is
president.
This company is the successor of
the company which projected the low
line ditch in this section of the country some years ago. In which A.
A. Grant, now deceased,
and
P.?."noirls were Interested, together
wit
Mr. Schutt. and their present
Tl'.ns contemplate the finishing of the
project p'aited so long ago.
The ditch will be Oiiilt to take in
the ninny acres of mesa land now
worthlW. and bring them under cultivation. The plans of the newly reorganized company are o:. a' much
broader scale than the old plans, and
the company has plenty of capital behind it. The ditch as contemplated
will he sixty feet wide at the bottom
and lO feet wide at the top.
Messrs. Clarke nnd Ryan today
drove along the route of the proposed
canal, looking over the prospects, and
upon their return to the city expressed themselves as being decidedly in
favor of the project, and convinced
not only of Its feasibility, but of its
value as an investment as well.
'
George Arnot. of the Gros-s-Kcompany, who is familiar with tbe
plans of the company, in speaking of
the matter, said:
"It will be a great thing for the entire valley and the city of Albuquerque in particular. What the company
wishes now, and all they are waiting
for to start operations, is to secure
which they expect
the
us to secure for them. As I said before, everybody owning land in the
valley, or owning any mesa land alone
the route of the proposed canal, would
be greatly benefitted by having such
a ditch built, and I do not think we
will experience any difficulty in sey
curing the
for them."
President Schutt has written Mr.
Arnot that he will express him a blue
print of the entire route of the canal,
and upon its arrival the project. In its
entirety, will be explained In these
columns.
(Mo.)
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THAT .MAY CO.ME TO THE FAIR

OF LEGAL BATTLE

In a decision handed down by the
eighth circuit court of appeals, sitting
at. St. Paul, Minn., Judge Phillips affirms the sentence of Mariano Sena
to serve four years and four days iu
the pen'tentiary on a charge of gery, of which he was convicted in
the district court and which decision
of the court he has stubbornly fought
for the past five years.
Sena appealed to the supreme court
of the. territory after his conviction
He afterwards dismissed this appeal
and sued out' a writ f error, under a
statute which then existed, allowing
such a procedure. Afterwards, and
prior to his perfecting this writ of
error In the supreme court, an act
of the territorial legislature of 1897,
repealed the act of the legislature of
permitting this procedure.
The supreme, court of the territory,
without going into the merits cf trie
case, in an opinion by Judge Baker
held that owing to the repeal, the su
preme court of the territory had no
Jurisdiction to entertain the case. The
court then entered judgment dismiss
ing the writ of error from the district
court to tue supreme court. The su
preme rurt, after dismissing the writ
of error, proceeded
to
Sena to the original sentence of four
years and four days, a year and a day
on each of four counts of whicn he
was found guilty.
Sena then annealed to the eighth
circuit court of appeals, by which he
sought to have the territorial court's
opinion set aside and the case heard
on its merits, either in that court or
the supreme court, by a reversal of
the action of the territorial supreme
court. He afterwards sued out a writ
cf error from the circuit court of appeals to the supreme court.
The difference between a writ of
error and an appeal is that in the
former the case is tried on points of
nw only, whereas, in an appeal, the
case is tried on its merits.
Judge Phillips, In his opinion, dismissed the appeal, refusing to hear
the case on its merits. As to the
writ of error, they remanded it back
to the supreme court of the territory.
wi.n airectu-n-s
to
court to enter
proper judgment of dismissal wherein they attempted to
defendant, after holding that they had
no Jurisdiction whatever in the case.
By this action on the part of. the
eighth circuit court of appeals, the original Judgment and sentence of the
district court is left in effect, which
means that Sena must serve his
years and four days, to which he four
was
originally sentenced in that court.
Assistant United States Attorney
Medler, who represented the government in the case, states that as soon
as the correction of judgment is made
the government can then secure commitment papers. Just as thougn no appeal had ever been taken.
It will
probably take thirty days or more to
accomplish this, and as the decision
of the circuit court of appeals robs
ttna or his last opportunity of fighting the sentence of the court, the
chances are that he will soon Income
an inmate of the territorial penitentiary.
The crime for which Sena was convicted was the. forging of receipts
purporting to have been given by
Aruiur j. nnxer to Pedro Sanches,
supervisor of census, as interpreter.
Sena at the time was acting as a clerk
to Sanches.
--

"While It Is a little early yet to tell
much aiiout the ntries," said Manager McCanna. of the twenty-sixtannual territorial fair, speaking of the
outlork for racing during fair week,
"as the entries do n t close until September 1. we have received enough already, and have had letters from others who Intend coming, to assure us
of a plentiful supply of both running
and harness horses, for the fall meet."
Manager McCanna stated that In
nil probability "Kiowa" belonging to
F. C. Perk f Colorado Springs, a 2:13
pacer, would be here, as would two
horses belonging to S. S. Bernard, of
the frame city, the latter being trot
ters in the 2:14 and 2:20 class.
Among o;her horses looked for at
the fall meet, in addition to those already secured, is the string of Harry
and Sam Bush, now in training at
Weaver: two pacers belonging to J. A.
Osner, Denver; a 2.13 pacer owned by
G. E. Ady, Denver, and a 2:09 pacer
and 2:2(1 trotter, belonging to M. S.
Hiys. Littleton, Colo.
Quite a string of running horses
will Ie here also, and it is an almost
assured fact that the racing this year
will be greater and better than ihat
of several
previous years, as over
1 10.000 is offered in purses.
The flower parade and trades display, according to those interested.
tir the fall festival, will ,e the crown
ing feature of the entire fair week.
The committee, composed of Messrs.
Downey, Washburn and Edgar, having this feature of the fair in charge,
are working daily with this end In
view.
Barclay, who will be remembered for the flower parade he put
fort n here three years ago, will have
charge of the decorative features
again this year, and will arrive in Al
buquerque irom Kansas.ay, Mo., the
nrst week in August, to spend the remainder of the time from now until
September 1 in arranging the floral
part of it.
There, will be appropriate prizes for
tno l.est decorated private rig, the
best, float and trades display, and a
consolation prize, etc., and the .parade
should prove to be a "nnng of beauty"
Indeed.
C. E. Gleckler. In charg? of the Jersey stock exhibit, has arranged with
carpenters and is busily engaged in
superintending the erection of exhibit
stalls tn the fair grounds for the cattle. Over $sno in prizes nas len apportioned to this exhibit, which will
make it one of the richest exhibits
for Jersey cattle given anywhere in
flie United States, outside of New

The articles have been signed and
the money has been pq'. up. The
"whole cheese" goes. ThWt's the way
the Browns put it, and "we'll play
York state.
you for all the boodle," is what the
Is
say.
the
St. Elmos that
St. Elmos
AT THE CASINO
have adopted.
name the
Barnett,
Joseph.
They did it because
In the 'dual role of , Jean Ingleside
their friend, owns the St. Einio saand La Belle Marie In the drama "La
loon. Mr. Barnett put up the $50 for
Belle Marie." the bill bec-nat the
the side bet, which makes the game
Casino last night, Miss Lylllan Leigh- on Sunday worth while. It means the
ion iouna two elements of the dragate receipts and $50, which is a stake
matic art in which she seems vpt
worth playing for, because all the
much at home. As Jean Ingleside; an
town Is going to be out to see the
unsopnisiicated country lassie, she
fun. And some money is being wagportrayed an easy victim of George
ered by the fans and the players as
Lighton. a remorseless, ullurinir Hp.
well, 'if the St. Elmos should win,
signing member of high society. As
there will be sick Brownies. Several
Bene .wane, tne vivacious, heartof them are ready to stake their all
ia
breaking,
emotionless
adventuress,
on the proposition, they are so conwho
lived onlv to wreak veneanre
fident of winning. But there Is no
on
the man who wrought her down
telling what the result will be; basefall oy laithiess love, she portrayed
ball is very uncertain, and it is about
a character that would cast a chill
which of these teams will
a stand-of- f
upon the stoutest of the sterner sev
have the best of it.
NEW QUARTERS FOR
not familiar with the wiles of woman.
The game will be called at 3:
o'clock. Tickets purchased at J. H. CONSOLIDATED LIQUOR CO. Other members of the company ap
pear to a better advantage in "!.
O'Rielly & Co.'s drug store or at Stur-ge- s'
Belle Marie" than in anvthlnir thnt
European cigar store will have HAVE
"aLEASE
TAKEN
ON THE has been put on for some time past.
street car coupons attached.
THREE-STORBRICK BUILDING
. U. Hill was particularly
good In
OF JACOB KORBER.
the dual role of John Ingleside and
BUILT
PROBABLY
WILL
Mr. Leighton. and .Toh n Hoffman
A few days ago The Evening Citiearned deserving mention as Stuhhs,
AND
TEXAS
ROSWELL
zen
TO
announced the consolidation of the the office boy. Amateurs' night totwo wholesale liquor establishments night.
on First street Melini & Eakln and
COMTELEPHONE
COLORADO
Bachechi & Giomi and in yesterday's
PANY GETS FRANCHISE AT LAS issue of this paper was published the FIRtMAN HAUNSTEIN
VEGAS, AND WILL INSTALL EX. incorporation papers of the two conWILL RECOVER
cerns, which In the future will be
CHANGE THERE.
known as the Consolidated Liquor
company. As stated in the articles
At 3 o'clock this afternoon the conFJiil Hamlin, assistant t the presIncorporation, the members are O. dition of Fireman Haunstein, who was
ident, and special agent of the Col- of
Bachechi, G. Gionil, Charles Melini Injured by the blowing uu of an engine
orado Telephone company, who was and
James D. Eakln, all well known at Guam and brought here last night
in the Ci.y yesterday and last night,
and, on yesterday, they on a special tram, was very favora- leaving on an early morning train for business men,
a ten-yelease for the three-stor- y me to nts recovery. His Injuries con
other points in the territory, stated signed brick
bilding of Jacob Korber, sist of a badly scalded back and scalds
to a reporter for The Evening Citi- at
the corner of First street and Cop- on his arms and legs, with numerous
zen, before his departure, that he had
onuses about the oody. These, scalds
Just received advices to the effect that per avenue. Mr. Korber is busily enwere made by a stream of hot water
the Colorado Telephone company had gaged moving into his new three-storbeen granted a franchise for a locaJ brick building on North Second street, that shot out. of the exploding engine
as he was
exchange in Las Vegas, said franchise and hopes to have the old building va- and struck Haunstein
which was granted by the city coun- cated so the Consolidated Liquor com- tdown out of the cab window. That
pany
he
was
not
can
forty-killed Is nothing short cf
take possession by Novemcil Wednesday night, to exist for
years, and Mr. Hamlin stated ber 1. At their new quarters the Con- a miracle. He was blown at least
four
twtnty
feet from the engine, and the
that work on the exchange to be in- solidated Liquor company will have
stalled in tjiat city would begin in the treble the floor space of any other li- explosion was so gTeat that the tenquor
of
der
the
engine was turned comvery near luture.
establishment in the southwest,
"We also have under contempla- and will, without doubt, have one of pletely over. One pair of trucks from
the
tender landed on the fireman's
tion," continued he, "a plan for ex- the most complete liquor stores in the
side of the injured locomotive, and a
tending our lines into Riswell, X. M.. territory.
of
car
fruit directly behind the tenand Amarillo, Texas,
and El Pa
der, was literally
blown 15 pieces.
THE STRAIGHT TRUTH.
which would give Albuquerque direct
special
The
w.,n that district.
train
which brought
communication
lu Justice to Attorney Wilkerson, in
here
from the wreck, made
Just as pooh as we can get to that reference to the signed statement of Haunstein
138
the
miles in a little over four
work I do not know, as we have
Miguel
Justice
Chaves, unwarlnK
ex'ensionp-- plans and improve, elsewhere in this issue, it is onlv fair hours, which is s fast as passenger
merit work under way now which is to state that Inadvertently Attorney t.nie.
requiring pretty much all of cur at- Wilkerson was slightly misquoted.
WE PUT UP MORE PICNIC OR.
tention, but that it will eventually be What he really did say was that if
DERS LAST
WEEK THAN Any!
done is almost an assured fact."
'here was to lie peace proceedings OTHER
HOUSE IN THE
a.mj5.t ins ciieni ne would waive trie CITY. I rGROCERY
YOU ARE GOING TO THE
examination, for it was evident t hat MOUNTAINS
MORTUARY
WE WILL PUT UP A
r,t
.lilutlnn
'I
'
UH
ll t vi nit: I rair CUdVITB
FOR YOU BETTER THAN
Judiced and would not weigh the ca.se LUNCH
YOU
EVER
HAD BEFORE.
Harry D. Wynkoop.
according to the testimony and that it
J. W. ANDERSON & CO..
At 4:I!U o'clock this morning Harry was impossible to get Justice there.
Rsynolds Elcck.
IV Wynkoop, the
old son The reference to the "grand Jury" was
. ,
of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wynkoop. died :ll.nv a .....
luiBiuKt, as no grand jury is
GREEN CORN.
of infant troubles at the home of its necessary in peace proceedings cases.
SUMMER SQUASH.
....
parents in the Highlands. The funeral Whether it
Irn.nnii I ,
EGG PLANT.
services will take place tomorrow Mr. Qulntana who drew up the second
CAULIFLOWER.
morning from the parlors of A. Bor- bond is Immaterial, as the inference
WAX BEANS.
ders, funeral director, and Interment was that Attorney Wilkerson wa3 ln- STRING BEANS.
wit) be had in
cemetery.
"""i"',ci 10 craw up said bond, and GREEN CHILE.
that the Garcia woman was charged
CUCUMBERS.
Police Judge A. J. i rawford is in
TOMATOES, ETC..
lj)s Vegas,
remain a couple of days, ie;s.-!f- , husband and oiher witnesses. Freih every rrorning at M ALOY S.
"

rs

ar

y

,
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eight-week-

THE TERRITORIAL BUDGET

J. D. MYKenzlc. a prominent mine
operator of Chihuahua, Mexico, who
was in the city this morning between
trains, says that there Is absolutely
no truth In the statement published
in the El Paso papers recently t the
effect that a movement
had len
$24.
started In Mexico to run all American
Eliza Hudson. Trcs Pledras, special lalmr out of the country,
and compel
act, widow. J12.
the American mine owners to employ
Patrick Carroll, Silver Citv,
iiaive labor in every capacity. This
$12.
statement, coming from a. Mexican,
Thomas I.. Kane, Fort Bayard, or- was made in El Paso a little over a
iginal, $10.
week ago, the man being InterviewCiiaiies J Evans, Fort Hnvarri or- ed saving tnat
the change would be
iginal. $30.
brought abmt by a general strike,
Emil nergendato. Fort Bavard or- and that the ax would fall Septemiginal. $12.
ber lfi.
308-31- 0
Ave.,
Fred W. Bargen, Fort Bavard orN. AT.
"We are not In the least worried
iginal, $10.
over the threat." said Mr. McKenzle.
Jose X. LucerJ, Santa Fe. original. "We hear lots of such talk, and have
$12.
become used to it. This agitation Is
Joiin W. Blanchard, Santa Fe, in- started by elements that are opposed
creased to $.'J0.
to President Diax. We lelieve that
Andrew Kordick, Fort Bayard,
agitators being sent into the mining
$i2.
camps and working among the more
B. R. Tucker, Fort Bayard, original. Ignorant
of the w:rklg class, to be
$17.
emissaries of a man who at ne time
Leandro Romero, Barney, increased published a paper in the City of
to $10.
Mexico and was run
of the counPeter P. Talle. Springer, Increased try. The movement cut
Is thought
to
to $S.
cnisnale from St. Iiuls. However,
Robert J. Terry, Socorro, Increased tne mas! administration
fs a strong
to $8.
cne, and It is hardly porslble thnt any
Alfred Stlnson, Kohwch, Increased outside movement could unseat it."
to $8.
Hon. H. D. Bowman, Las Cruces.
notice or allowance received, amount JUSTICE CHAVES ANnot stated.
SWERS LAWYER WILKERSON
F. C. G. Miller. Fort Bayard, original, $.
Colo. Phone BIk 93
John C. Kleplrger, White Oaks, in- To The Evening Citizen.
Atxto. Phone 292
creased to $12.
Albuquerque. N. M.. July 27. In
George L. Fitzgera.-- . Fort Bavard. your Issue ct July 25 there Is an artioriginal, $14.
cle relative to proceedings in
the
Samuel W. Sherfey. Las Cruces, ad- court over which I preside in precinct
ditional allowance of $10.
13, in which tnere are several
misPostoffice Changes.
takes. In a general way I wish to
A new office has been established say, first, that
Mr. Wilkerson did not,
at Iji Maderla, Rk
Arriba county, in my court, misbehave himself, as
with Eliis Gallegoa as postmaster.
the article represents. If lie had done
U. Pennell has been apiointed post- so I would have leen compelled
to
master, to succeed J.' M. Chase, at punish him for contempt of court, but
Dayton. Eddy county.
nothing of the a rt occurred.
Charles 11. Elmendorf has been apsays that upon the apThe
pointed postmaster at. the new office plicationarticle
for a change of venue, after
of Elmendorf, Socorro county.
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves
arguing the matter with myself, I
Anna E. Graham haa leen appointed found that I was not prejudiced, and
pout mistress at the new
Steel Ranges, eh
f therefore, refused to grant the change.
office
I'rton, Chaves county.
This Is inaccurate.
The change of
J. F. Carrlngton has been appointed venue was asked for and witnesses
to Rucceed George
Bebee ''as. post- presented oy Mr. Wilkerson, but' the
master ai Elizabethtown,
Colfax witnesses testified to nothing in sup117 Gold Avenue
county.
port of ue motion to show that I was
Masten Brown has leen appointed, prejudiced against any one. As a matpostmaster at the new office of Bent, ter of fact, I had no previous acOtero county.
quaintance with Mr. or Mrs. Garcia,
Don't Dispute with a Woman,
nor with the complaining witness.
Especially,
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
if she tells you to order a
It is true that Mr. Wilkerson atsack of
tempted
justify the assault with
Mrs. Bert Copeland of South Arno words by to
EMPRESS FLOUR.
that the words were
street Is giving a 6 o'clock dinner to true, but showing
this 1s clearly no defense
Make no excuse, (11 you should tar-- .
a small party of friends.
undtr the statute, and as a trlatter of
get the order),, that you could not
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wnsterfeld. course, evidence ct that sort was
And. It, for every
a
aroea
who
at the Jemes hot ruled out.
handles
EMPRESS. Tou Trill alwaya
springs the past month, have returned
Your article further nays that when
find good bread, good biscuit, foo4
to the city.
Mr. Wilkerson was informed that a
pastry and moat Important of ail.
Miss Louise Wallace, formerly a peace proceeding wa pending against
good cheer to greet you irnen yoa
teacher at the local government In- his client, he used tne following lancome, home lor your dinner. Try lt
dian school, but for the past year or guage:
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress sf
two located at Pawhuske, Oklahoma,
"In (hat case.' said Attorney Wilall ethers.
Is here on a visit. Miss Wallace will kerson, "we will waive examination
yon
go
lefore
Sunday
on
leave
and
to the grand Jury,
her return, stopping
for iti is impossible to get Justice in
over at Arkansas City, .Kas
your court. You'd bind her over to
A. H. McDermott," from Eprls, has the grand
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.
been here the past couple of days, en- fee. You'reJury, anyway. Just to get a
after the money."
tertaining his son, who
from
Mr. Wilkerson never said anything
Chicago. The young man Is a buyer like
lu my presence, and when
for the Union Stockyards of Chicago It is this
remembered
in a proceedand returned north last night. The ing of that kind thethat
law does not persenior McDermott will remain in the mit or authorize binding
a defendant
city for a few days longer.
And Careful Dispensing, go to
over to tne grand Jury, it will be seen
On an execution from the supreme that Mr. Wilkerson, who Is a learned
The
Busy Little Drug Store
court Issued a few days ago and re- member of tne bar, could rlever have
ceived here yesterday, made againirt made the mistake of saying such a
at
7 W st Railroad Avenue
F. A. Hubbell, former treasurer" of thing.
It is true tnat ...r. Wilkerson drew
Bernalillo county, Bernalillo county
schools are $3,278.33 richer today a, bond for his client which I was compelled
than, they were a week ago.
to refuse, iiwause It did not,
The
as I viewed it, coniorm to the requiremoney was held by Hubbell as
on saloon licenses collected ments of the statute.
It is not true,
as your article states, that I waited
at the treasurer's office.
George L. Brooks has gone to Chi until Mr. Wilkerson had gone away Both Telephones.
117 West Rsilrosd Avsnua.
refused to accept the bond,
cago, and from there lie goes to New before
left after f had
Haven, Iich., and Milwaukee. Wis. but Mr. Vwlkcrson
IT IS TIME TO SMOKE.
He is north on business in which he stated that the bond was not in proper
and others are Interested, and his form.
Your article further states that, the
visit may be Instrumental in getting
It will be a pleasurable time if a
capitalists Interested in certain big defendant and her husband "were
,
White Lily cigar Is betweea your
schemes down this way. Col. W. H. thtn steered up against lawyer
a friend of Justice Chaves, wno
Greer is also back in Chicagg. where
teeth, its aroma titillating your noshe awaited the coming of Mr. Brooks. drew up a !ond similar to that drawn
trils. "Smoke up," but If you care
by Attorney Wilkerson. and charged
anything about real smoking enjoy-men- t,
the Garcia woman $1.50 for the same."
This Is quite far from the truth. No
light up a fragrant White Lily,
one was steered up against Lawyer
DEMONSTRATING
life worth living. Five cents
call
and
Montoya, and Lawyer Montoya did
THIJ Sl'PERIOR
each or 12 for a box of fifty.
any
not
draw
bond
for
Garclas.
MERITS OF
the
The bond which was finally drawn and
ST. CHARLES
accepted, was drawn by Mr. QuinCREAM,
tans, which followed the language and
requirements of the statute.
r
We will have for one week
article closes wita a statement
113!, WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
a younu lady serving
that Mr. Wilkerson intends going befree
fore Governor Hagerman and making
complaint against me to- - malfeasance
SOUPS.
1:1
office. 1 cannot lelieve U possible
SALADS.
that Mr. Wilkerson Intends to do anySALAD DRESSING,
thing of thf sort, becausn he must
ICE CREAM,
know tnat" there would be no good
COFFEE AND
f undation for such a proceeding.
I
CAKE.
mit t say, however, that I am quite
Tht telephone makes the
The telephone preserves your
willing at any time and proper place
Cj.1 and be our
'te.-i- s
(linto meet any charges which may be
ing ih's demonstration.
health,
lighter,
duties
the
cares
prolongs your life snd
lets,
made ly any one against niy official
To familiarize the ladles of
conduct, and am perfectly willing 10
the,
protects your home.
and
worries fewer.
tll'Uiluerque with the merits of
nave my whole official record investiSt.
gated. Very resectfu.ly,
Charles Cream, we have
none to the expense . f bringing
IN
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
YOUR
HOME
J. MIGUEL CHAVES.
this lady to our store.
,iul!re of the Peace of Pre,-iiic13
-

fur-nls- h

rig-ifia-

t

.

Mlbert Faber
Railroad

Albuquerque,

Jealous

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

"

Agt. CHARTER OAK

BORRADAILE

and Ranges.

& GO..

flrst-clan-

M. BERGER,

an-ive-

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

it

The Williams Drug Company

com-misio-

THE BLUE FRONT

1

Mon-taya-

I

A.

J.

RICHARDS

Y.-ni-

al.so-luu-l-

Convenience - Comfort - Security

t

We will show you just bow
tbes.. guods are prepared.

A NEW SHOW

An opportunity
ihat every
lady should take advantage of.
A t'
of an excellent salad
'ireM- - ; fre
h valuable addition to any cook book.

s

.

A

I

Cccd Things to Eat.

EVERY

1 1!

City bankrupt stock of Teat
for sale at F. F. Trotter's; 50 per
Duke

Sj

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

WEEK.

Manager Davis, of the Penny Par-li.- r.
It
South Second street, announces a change of program, new
pictures ami new songs every Saturday morning. A whole show for a
penny.

The Jaffa Grocery Co.

Full-vie-

Special Sale of Flour froMaM
to
room

Some of them just enough to covtr
room or sitting room-Ing- rain,
Brussels and Axmlnster at
lets than actual cost.
Come In and brl
measurements of
your room. We will be able to
you with a nice carpet for very
little money.

a small bed

Delegate W. H. Andrews has
the following pensions and postoffice appointments:
Pensions Granted.
George Wi Werner, Fort Bayard, in- crease to $16.
C. F. Clay, Fort Wlngate, original,

.

.

ale a large lot of

Carpet Remnants

FALSE STORIES CIRCULATED

Cd

'

We have on

I

cent reduction while the sale lasts.
ROUGH DRY.
We do it right.
Co.
Imperial

Co. at Less than cost.
for our immense stock of Hay andProduce
make
Grain. You can make money by
purchasing a good supply of this Flour. Buy now,
as stock is limited and won't
602-60last long at the price.
E. W. FEE,
4
South First St.
Both Phones

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

Hot

Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

I

oooo

TO
THE
LADIES:
weather
here too warm to wat.h and
Is

iron.

Send your

Shlit Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you la a nice box they will not be

crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss fioish.
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 19; Colo, Red 148.

Imperial Laundrv Co.
aar";i .as

.

a

wfc.MwH,

MmMi.l.M,.,J.
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sons are urged to enter this examina
tion.
Th tTnltoH States civil BPTVlce
commission announce the postpone
isiro. i ""
ment to AURU81
MINto
amlnatton scheduled for July
secure eligible from which to make
certification to fill a vacancy In the
flransman
of architectural
ING . EVILS position
(male). In the Philippine service, at
$1.3m) per annum, and other similar
thev mav occur In that
vaiiio. Asin but
one person applied
service.
irv
of InquiII J I Ul I the examination announced for
o
JUIV oh, quaiii,en ireinuun
examination. Men only
this
to
entfr
of
Protection
will l.e admitted to this examination.
Innliranta should Bt once ADPlj
either to the United. States civil serinvestors.
vice commission, Washington, i. C.or
of the local 'board of
tj the secretary application
forms. No
examiners for
PLAN ADOPTED BY CONGRESS application win e accvpieu uniuw
nmitpriv executed nnd filed with the
commission at Washington. In apply
For the protection of the mining in ing for these examinations, tne mexact
vestors of the United States, me title a givfn snouui ue u
American Mining congress has estaiv application.
iiuv,n
imroiii of innuirv. through
which Information can be obtained as APPEAL TO RE
to the condition or tne property uuu
that has
PUBLICAN VOTERS
the standing of the company money
of
asked, or Is asking for the
the investor.
SHERMAN'S CALL TO
Th imprlnmi Minim congress Is CHAIRMANCONGRESSIONAL
CAM
- ..i,.ni nnrnniHtton of mining men. AID
COMMITTEE
PAIGN
of
the
men
are
which
the directors of
highest standing in tneir own ewes, Tho
fMtlpn taken nieasure
whose onlv interest Is ttve uplifting
K1laV,i
call from
tho f,linlnir
'
eno.
,
f
To
industry
this
i
of the mining
vain W6
- line repUUlU. 311 lUIIRiraniwiini
organistthings,
,
the
e(V).
and among other
h.
the crea .on ci
-- t of
tion l, working
.
iiattnrt-iipn- t
,
...
mining
.
ana
asi
of mines
.
years coiiKres- '
" ithp committee, iunisnf rPnt moment
oi
separate department
ne
U
tional government.
the country and It is Important for
actment of laws In the arious states- , ; .
rem.hlican nartv
misrepor
making the concealment
republican con- "
resentatlon of any material
hp
Anv an(i
"
cerning a mine
will he
committee
given
al,
the
aid
lent sale of stock is predicated, a crim.
.nnrpc,.reil ,,v u. members and
lnal offense.
honofi
of" J,the
-- .m"
... -- ""
.
In order that Its board of directors anu oi .i.r
country
genmav be kept In touch with the
,v
worm,
i
" "
mant rtf ha minine
VI al enn
Dt uwimiii
To Republicans:
annual HPRsion U held, to which
are anxloita to Tiave everv re
w'a
of
delegates are sent by the president
working
Htatpa
riA .eovei ouru til publican In close touch and
lTniiaii
.
.
V. It in W
tntpa th? niavors of cit in harmony with the republican nall r. uiVDTB
tional congressional committee In fa- MM
afi
t't 1111 nit-Ofl1
irrtio
of the election of a repuoncan
hon.innnr. vor
,
ma.. nt ...v
America, ax iia inri
, .
t.
ton. rnnrpRa.
u,,uoio.,
at
inr
lienver.
iti
ten
Tho iniiKHxa onnl raninabin must
m.n.sirative and
..e basei on the
Tco
of the party and.
wo, -a- i.j.art of which will lelaUye recorc
,
e th-- protection oi iuvm
ty must
mln.ngir.ud.. to the end that mining persona,
v..
u um utui.vuic,,.!,
may be placed more ana more " "

EVENING

CITIZEN.

,

SURVEY OF

TO ERADICATE

There Is only one man here
binder, M. D. Gonzales,
who owns
and he Is In great demand, many
wanting their wheat cut with the machine, ia.s It Is o mucd quicker.
What Is the matter with having
New Mexico come Into the Union at
the next session of congress If Arizona
Then convotes against statehood.
gress can annex Arizona to the new
state. There Is no doulrt 1ut what
the majority of the people of Arizona
are n favor of joint statehood, but are
forced by the corporations to go with
them agains their will.
hook.

JEMEZ
FOREST RESERVE

18-1-

THE FAKE

FRIDAY.

DELEGATE ANDREWS RECEIVES
INFORMATION OF SPEEDY
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

ROSWELL MEN TO
MAKE THEIR CEMENT
FIND RICH BED OF GYPSUM NEAR
A
AND ORGANIZE
CARLSBAD.
COMPANY TO DEVELOP IT.

JULY 27. 190.

Acme company, for there will be
plenty of trade for both, as the. Roa-we- ll
people have orders for all tne
cement tney can prepare In two years.
San Francisco alone is exhausting
the market for both Portland and
plaster cement.
The officers of the Oriental company are J. P. Church, president; C.
O. Harbet,
A. L W.
Nilsson. secretary and treasurer; W.
F. Harlera. manager. There are several other Roswell men Interested.
The cement that can be secured at
the new oed Is of fine quality and of
such great adhesive quality that. It
can be suostituted tn some cases for
p,)rtIand cement. The company will
incorporate later. They have no shares
ito put on the market.

Roswell men are the leading spirits
Tho director of the geological
In ihe Oriental Cement and Plaster
has Informed Delegate Andrews
ft. H. R
At New York
company, which Has Just, iieen or
1
6 0 that Important survey work will be
Cincinnati
ganized to develop a rich bed or gypfor- 1 commenced noon on the Jemer.
2 14
New York
sum
that has leen found between
Frazer and Livingston; est reserve In Rio Arrilia county, and
Batteries:
Carlsbad and Iakewood, on the line
that the level line will be run from
Taylor and Bresnahan.
of tne Pecos Valley and Northeast
It. H. E. Tucson, Ariz., to Demlng, In this ter-- j.
At Brooklyn
The.
ern railroad, says the Record.
S. OFFICIAL SAYS
.
The letter shows that Dele-U7 10 2 rltory.
St. Ixmls
BURNT TIMBER USEFUL. company nas taken up t.mv acres .
4
7 2 gate Andrews has taken much inter- Brooklyn
Joseph DewlH Warner of the for- - land In claims on both sides of tne
Rhoades and Grady; est to secure these surveys, and reads:- estry
Batteries:
t """
service, has completed a
.iv, uu win wBiit
Repof
Hon.
House
Andrews,
W.
H
Pastorlotis and Rltter.
The beds are said to be as rich In
vp' f tne burnt merchantable tlmler every
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
respect as those of the Acme
Tu. nicnlc basket for sale at tha
forest reserve, and
Sir In view of your Interest in on the Pecos
7 7 0
Pittsburg
company, who are bulluing a Mcintosh Hardware company's store
nnin....ti,.n ..r tn,unniiio and found that ..OfM) acres have been- Cement
2 8 3 m
Philadelphia
s
Indispensable for outing parties.
and that the partly char- pianu eignieen mnes nortn or
Gibson; forest mirvov. in vonr territory. I burned overcan
and
Willis
Batteries:
well. Tne local ousiness men will go
s
o
concerted Into
be
In red timber
you
advising
that
pleasure
In
take
Dooln.
IKmovan
Sparks,
and
Try a Citizen want advertisement
Into the same business as that of the
Oinicords of firewocrt. l.nuO.OOO ra
honorable,
the
by
approved
the
E.
H.
R.
At Boston
which It Is especially
of the in'crior, provision has road ties, for 2QQ.0W
6 5 1
Chicago
telegraph poles,
map-- ' adapted, and
topographic
been
made
2
the
for
6
7
Boston
ping,
extension
r
together
Pfelf-fewith
ofluriB5p
the
Kling;
Taylor
and
Batteries:
ANO
horizontal and vertical contour, ofthei"RSE
and O'Neill.
Byou0nKanJi
entire J.mez forest reserve, also for
Arf hur R
American League.
M.
R. H. E. son to Detulng. N.complete
accident the other evening.
At Detroit
the larger painful
It Is hoped to
7 8 2
Detrolti
present Norlin was riding a bronco which had
portion
with
the
work
this
of
4
6
given him no little trouble, and had
Boston
appropriation and to continue the same just
arrived at the top of Goat Hill,
Killian and Warner; next year, provided
Batteries:
future approthe
Young and Peterson.
when his horse became frightened
priations
permit.
will
R. 11. E.
and began pitching. Norlin kept his
At Cleveland
Respectfuny.
position until becoming alarmed that
13 21 1
Cleveland
WAI.CUT,
CHARLES
2
4 13
the dge of
Washington
Geological Survey. the horse would go over
Director
Bueliw;
the rocks, made an attempt to disand
Hess
Batteries:
mount, and as he Jumped, with the
Hughes, Kitson and Heydon.
ALGODONES NOTES
horse still pitching, lie fell and struck
hU chin on a rock, breaking his Jaw.
Western League
He was taken to a doctor and bad his
R H. E. Special Correspondence.
At Sioux C.iy
8 12
3
Algodones, N. M., July 23. Your Jaw set in a plaster cast.
Sioux City
4 Bernalillo correspondent
5 10
says that
Pueblo
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
and Hess; grasshoppers will ruin the second
Jackson
Batteries:
crop of alfalfa. This is strange, as Their Unceasing .Work Keep3 Us
Carnes and henulcker.
R. H. E. there are scarcely any grasshoppers
At. Lincoln
Strong and Healthy.
3 here.
3 10
Lincoln
They have done no damage
All the blorxl In the body passes
6 10 1 whatever to any kind of crop in this
Des Moines
throuuh the kidneys onoe every three
Kyler and Zinran; Gil- - part of the Rio Grande valley. Wheat minutes. The kidneys filter the blood
Batteries:
.
Is being harvested here now and will They work night an! day.
len and DexU-rWhen
R. H. E. be all finished this week. The crop healthv. they
500
At Omaha
remove about
3 5 0 Is very good.
The second cutting of grains of impure nutter daily, when
Omaha
2 9 2 alfalfa Is going on and Is of excellent unhealthy some pait of this Impure
Denver
Dodge
and Gonding; quality and very heavy. This prom- matter Is left lu the blood.
Batteries:
This
Adams and Zalusky.
ises to 'be a banner year for all crops brines on manv diseases and symp
in this part of tho valley. No com- toms nain in the back, headache
plaints are being made by any of the nervousness, ho'., dry skin, rheu
American Association.
ranchmen here. We are having hot matism, gout, gravel, disorder of the
At Indianapolis
5 weather but not as hot as last season evesieht and hearins.
dizziness, ir
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Th are dolnz a land office bust
ness sure enough, at the Santa Fe
Un,i ffin one hundred and twenty
five entries have been made during
days of the month,
the first twenty-onbeine over twice as many as during
the entire month of June.
are seeking tracts In all parts
of the district. Eentries have been
made In every county. Owing to the
e

Home-seeker-

a

What we know you would always say
"Schlitz beer" when you order. If you
could visit our brewery as thousands have
done you would insist on the beer that is

now
larira number of ..omeseekers
noiirinir Into the Estancla valley. Tor
rance county is still at the head of
claims have been
the list. Forty-ninfiled there tin to July 21:
MotneKtenil entries. 125: acres. 18.
832; final homestead entries. 8; acres,
(!. asnrt lnnd entries 5: acres. 880.
The homesteal entries were divided
among the counties of the district as
follows: Bernalillo. 4: tuax. &,
McKinlev. 11: Mora,
riiiaHnliine
16; Rio Arriba, 2: Sandoval, 3; San
Miguel, 11; San Juan, ID; Santa e,
2; Socorro, 2; Taos, z; lorrance, j,
e

176,981.

CIVIL SERVICE SITUATIONS
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of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.
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the Brewery Bottling.

Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz
To avoid being imposed upon, see that the cork or crown is branded
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Communication Made Easy
EI Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City,
and all point North and East by the

St

Louis, Chicago,

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. Tha only way with two through
trains dally, carrying standard rnd tourist sleepers, observation dining cara, chair car and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
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For full particular

ee any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

LA.

V.

R. STILL.
Gen. Paas.

General Agent.

Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS.

g
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A
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger anl freight service. Steamship ticket to all
ot tha World.
Connection at Torrance, N M.. with tha El Paso ft goutawft'em,
cta
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pa.:flc Railways. At Kennedy and
Fe, N. M., wita the Atchison. Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Snta
Fe with the Denver & Rio Granie railroad.
Special attention given to handling cf passenger and fie;at.
railSend your
via the Chicago, Kock Island ft Pa.-ii- :.
way, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
B. JRIMSHAW
W. H. ANDREWS.
yr.
Asst. to Pre, and Gen.
Pres. aal Gen. M?r.
FRANK OI3KRT. Asst. Secy, and Tros..
GRIMSTIAW.
J. P. LVXO.
Traveling Frt. and Phj At. c
City Frt. and Pa3s. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES
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Santa Fe Central Railway System ;

Totnp-Kinsvlll-

as
N. V.. and vacancies
they may occur In any braaci cf the
requiring
similar qual.flcar
Minns. As but ono person applied for
the txamination auuouncel for July
5 0, qualified
to
perooi.j a:e
t itter this txauiiivi'ior..
civ,!
service
The United (States
tho postponecommission announcement to August 15, 19'J'j. .1 thj examination 8cnedulol f r July IS, at
the places meotionyi in tin accom
list, to aocure e!igtb!es from
which to make
o till a
vacancy In the rios.Uou. ot firmer
(qualified In irrUaMjn), San Jacinto
aaaum, and
ugeucy, Cal., at $72')
bimilar vacancies aj tiiy may occur
in the Indian serune. As tio persons
applied for tuij H.viti.natloa an-f ?l per- iuuced for July H, q
p--

Face-Forwar-

T. M. PURDY, Agent.

as is every

The United State3 civil service
commisaion announces au examina
tion on August 8. lyOb, to secure
eligibles from which, to make certifi
cation to fill vacancies as they may
occur in the position of fish culturlst
In the bureau of fisheries, at salaries
ranging from $ti00 to w) pr annum
The United Suatea civil burvlce
(commission announces the postpone
ment to August 8 9. 1906, of the ex-- j
at1
July
animation scheduled
t tie .places mentioned la the a:om-panyinlist, to securo el'.gibies from
which to make certification to fill a
acancy In the position of draftsman
(architectural and s'ee!), at Wj per
month, under the engineer of the
distru.1,

March
To the SANTA FE Depot and get one
Right

Rate $33.25 for the round trip. Tickets on sale
Aug. 10 and 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be
extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket with joint
agent at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A fee of fo cents
will be charged for this extension. For full particulars ask The Man at ticket window.

You would want a beer clean as ours is.
You would want it filtered and aged as
we do it.
You would want to know that
every bottle is sterilized that it is pure

p

third lighthouse

Albtfqoerqoe, New Mexico

Comrades, Attention I

brewed here.

9

Tho fln.ai linmAiitea.il entries were:
Bernalillo, 2; Colfax. 1; Mora. 2; Rio
Arriba, ; San Miguel, 1; San Juan,
i. ThA denert land entries were: San
lnan A' Tnrraiwe. 1.
Th' otnl nnmher rf homestead en
tries made since January 1, U 1.030;
acres entered, Hi.TOt). Total num-lunf final homestead entries. 109;
acres entered. 16,5 4 j. Total number
of desert land entries. 131: acres en
tered, 16.7U4. The total number of
entries of all kinds since the first of
January. 1906. Is 1,217: acres en
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Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoie Rooting

First and Marqaette

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY
THE
DURING
FIVE ENTRIES
DAYS OF,
FIRST TWENTY-ONTHE MONTH.

tered,

-

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

BUSINESS TRANSACTED
IN LAND OFFICE

Valonplfl

PRESIDENT

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
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1906

"TTic Beer

frelt

That Made Milwaukee famous.
CONSOLIDATED

LIQUOR

CO.,

109-11-

SOUTH

FIRST STREET, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

PHONE, AUTOMATIC,

199 OR 265.
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the management and asked leave to
arbitrate. The management could not
see It. The demand was for better
dining room service In the help's department, better food, and not "leav-In's- ,"
and pretty waitresses to serve
the food. The management looked
hurt. The "bells" looked determined
and at last came the ultimatum.
"Accede to our demands or Fred
Harvey won't be a Me to serve a meal
for a month."
It was an nwful threat, and It had
its effect. Four bellhops lost jobs;
four new boys are working today.
L. P. (,o le. i
expert
from the headquarters office of the
Santa Fe nt Tcpeka, Is registered at
the Alvarado.

NECESSITY

HOUSEHOLD

During trie trimmer months is
n good
re fr!pprator. one that
things, and
really prtstrvc
docs not require much Ire,
cither. All thrso, and other
are found In the
BALDWIN

-
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DRY AIR

- T tl

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance
C. W. Whitney
W. R. Fisher ..

Joe Schnmt .
J. K. Hartllne
George Konlg
John Clark
M. Riney
R. H.

I.

Pryant

.

. .

.
. .
.
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A. W. IVuglas
Hob. B. P.Iandin

with the American Locomotive company for thirty-tw- o
consolidated engines similar to thon n"v in use
on the system.

The FURNITURE MAN

PACE 8EVEN.

This Strong

SOME CLAIMS PAID BY THE

Tlie purchasing department of the
Mexican Central has placed an order

J. D. EMMONS

CITIZEN.

"By Their Fruits Shall Yc Know Them"

air-brak- e

REFRIGERATORS.
Can and let lis fhow yru Its
advantages.

EVENING

Guarantee
Co, "

COE DENIES

i

J
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WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL,
Any part falling by
means of defective
material or workman- ship will be made rood ,
without expense to the.
owner, Irrespective of

.00.. Total disability; Con. Engr., Bclen.
.IVath; Engineer. San Marcial.
1 1
"5. .Accident; Brewer, Albuquerque.
HO 00.. Typhoid; H.
H. foreman. Gallup.
r.O.oo. .Accident; Pumper, Gallup.
1.500.00. .Death; laborer, Santa Rita.
protects you as to quality. At to prices
I.!6!?!- 5n.tio. .Pleurisy;
Mine Supt., Santa Rita.
- . ...
.1
, . P is in tl.
30.00. . Accident ; Engineer,
wu,
Albuquerque.
me. uuug
0r skilled men and Is equipped w1th
214.28. .Typhoid; Tel. operator, Albuquerque
,,....v.
Uw.L.s me inquest grade or repa ring,
up- 145.70. .Typhoid;
Machinist, Albuquerque.
bolstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call
22.50. .Typhoid: Car repairer, Barelas.
2.01 7.10. .Death; Sec. foreman, Albuquerque.
1.500.00.
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Albuquerque Carriage Co

Wilson, a machinist who went
to Big Springs about two weeks ago
Both 'phones.
Corner Second street nd Coal avenue.
from .Mexico and accepted a position
in the Texas & Pacific shops, was arManager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
rested on n very serious charge, that
obliged to go elsew here to market. or roretng n pass lrom Big Springs
ftoom No. 1, N. T. Armijo Rulldlng.
Auto, rhone 730
.U
.
.
.
a .
wie pevniie ui t.ne mountains musi to Marshall.
KgiUULJUWII
Ml.ltt,.,HJ'IHU?IW
come here from time to time to
Thomas Roope, who has been sucourt or to transact business at
tiie court house with county officials, perintendent of motive power for the Modest Claims Often Carry the Most
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
HE
makes of Alamogordo,
Conviction.
the proper El Paso & Southwestern and Chocp'.iice for those people to come' for taw districts of the Rock Island railWhen Maxim, the famous gun In- LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSmarket and for their merchandise. way, has tendered his resignation in ventor, placed nls gun before a comFER STABLES.
With such advantages to be gained order to accept a similar position with mittee of Judges, he stated Its carry- Horses and Mulea Bought and
by the road manes the project & very the Burlington railway, with heading power to be much below what he
Important move and one that will be quarters at Lincoln, Neb.
felt sure the gun would accomplish. BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
pushed to completion.
The result of tbe trial therefore was
between Railroad and
J. B. Murphy, wlirse right foot was a great surprise, Instead of disap- Second Street,
Copper Avenue.
Witnesses, He ,WATCHING A BOY AND
And
crushed at San Marcial yesterday by pointment. It is the same with the
FELL FROM HIS TRAIN being caught in the gearing of a manufacture of Chamberlain's Colic
ELITE CAFE
Conductor
Charles Norton of the windlass with which an engine was Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They
AssertioProve
Says to
Santa FV was injured at Col ton by being hoisted, passed through the city do not publicly loast of all this remGOOD
TABLE BOARD, J4 A
falling from the top of a box car to this morning en route to the Santa Fe edy will accomplish, but prefer to let
ns-Was
the freight station platform, says the hospital at Ijis Vegas. Although the the users make the statements. What WEEK. AT ELITE CAFE. 120 WEST
Enronte
Tip urtia vnllilnii foot is crushed almost to a pulp the they do claim Is that it will positively SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
Sfln nrnnrrtlnn Sun
on the car and at the same time doctors believe that it can be saved cure diarrhoea, dysentery, pains In the
.
watching the movement of a boy who
bowels, and nas never
D. F. Shuckart. acting auditor, has stomach and
TO SPRINGER
ON
NO. 8 was dangerously close to the moving
been known to fail. For sale by all
been
appointed
auditor
of
Gulf.
Colthe
STEAM
CARPET
druggists.
car, the conductor fearing that the
CLEAN KG
lad was going to get under the wheels. orado & Santa Fe. Mr. Shuckart reON
C
Th
r a
In
sided
years
ago.
city
this
and was
As for Mrs. Leslie Carter she marFrank C. Coe of Lns Vegas, who In watching the loy the conductor
Cleans
(thing.
He li 'he A
to Miss Hassie Bell, a sister ried In baste find Is repenting in the
was accused of assaulting Conductor failed to notice just where he himself married
Moving, pack- Furniture Ma
Mrs. F. F. Bell, and Mrs. W. H. same way.
I n tr Anil
Blackshear, while en route to Sprlng-- t was walking and made a misstep and of
ping, unpacking and a
wu..
McMillion and James Bell.- - The Citir last Tuesaay morning, on train No. fell headforemost onto the station zen
setting
ud. and ia no unstnrt nt V
Is well pleased 1o note his grad8, with a pistol, has returned to Las platform, striking on his right arm
Only 82 Years Old.
the
business.
There Is no other
ual
promotion
in railroad circles
Vegas and positively denies the pub- and shoulder.
JiiBt Thornton.
Both 'Phones
"I am onlv 82 years old and don't
Fortunately no bones were broken,
lished reports of the affair.
737 South Walter Street
The El Paso Times says:
According to a "special" In a morn- but he was severely brnlsed'and the Yoakum, who held a position inC. H. expect even when I get to be real old
the to feel that way as long as I can get
ing paper Coe beat the condctor over muscles badly wrenched. He will be city office of the
Fe for the Electric Itters," said Mrs. E. H. Brun-sothe head with a revolver, was arrest- laid up two or three days, and will past year. Is in New Santa
York on a
to
Surely there's
of Dublin, Ga.
ed and was to be given a hearing in be incapacitated from work for a week his uncle. President Yoakum, visit
the nothing else keeps the old as young
or two. It was a narrow escape from Frisco lines. Mr. Yoakum will of
Las Vegas.
return
and makes the weak as strong as this PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
Coe's story of the affray is that he more serious Injuries.
to the Santa Fe in a few weeks and grand medicine.
Dyspepsia, torpid
BRUSHES.
misplaced tickets which he had purprobably be located at Deming, liver. Inflamed kidneys, or chronic
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, t.ap
chased for himself and wife to Spring SANTA FE EMPLOYE
N. M.
Dusters,
Whips,
constitpation are unknown after tak
Axle Oils, etc PalHAS SOME BAD LUCK
er, and when the conductor came
metto
ing
Roof Paint; lasts five years and
Electric Bitters a reasonable time.
E. D. Wood, macinist helper at the
George Haupt. the El Paso & Southaround gave him the fare, $6.20, In
Guranteed by all druggists. Price 50c. stops leaks. CaeU paid for Hides and
c.ish, with the understanding that, if Sanat Fe shops in Raton, who had his western brakeman who was Injured
o
Pelts.
the misplaced tickets were found he finger mashed in a machine a few by being knocked off of a box car near
The Panama canal chiefs say It will 408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
was to get the money back. When weeks ago. had lie digit operated on Santa Rosa and having his back se take the Chinese to make the dirt
he finally found the tickets the con- and a portion of the bone removed. verely twisted. Is steadily Improving. By. Oh, well, you can't blame even
THIRD STREET
ductor refused to return the money, The finger will, in the opinion of the He is able to sit up and the numbness the dirt from flying if there are many
telling Coe that he would have to send doctor w ho Is attending him, now heal is leaving his hands and legs. Dr. Chinese around.
the tickets to the general offices in rapidly. Wood has had more trouble Brown, surgeon for the Southwestern,
Old Chronic sores.
Topeka to get his money back. Noth- than anyone in the last few weeks. said that he did not. believe that the
As a dressing for old chronic sores All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
ing more was said on the train, ac Shortly after his finger was mashed lower limbs would be paralyzed.
there Is nothing so goo as ChamberSteam Sausage Factory.
cording to Coe and other witnesses, his family caught diphtheria and were
J. H. Springer has arrived at San lain's Salve. While It is not advisable
and that ended the matter until the quarantined for about a month, but
EMIL KLEINWORT.
fronrLos Angeles to tem- to heal old sores entirely, they should
train reached Springer, when poeinow he hopes to be back to work In Bernardino
porarily assume the position of Salt be kent In eood condition, for which Masonic Building, North Third Street
again demanded the return of his a tew weeks.
Lake road freight . and passenger this salve Is especially valuable. For
money and when the conductor again
Fire Tuesday
destroyed the agent, relieving Traveling Passenger sore nipples Chamberlain's Salve has
refused Coe Is said to have slapped new Santa Fe morning
depot
Kingman,
at
Agent F. H. Adams, who has been in no superior. For sale by all drug
the conductor in the face.
T" U
PnilCltlff n Iaco . f AUnl,4 CIA til
charge of the office since the illness gl8t8.
THE CELEBRATED
of F. T. Aspinwall. Mr. Adams will
Vegas Optic the conductor pulled and before
you
wondering
help
Still
concan't
the flames could be
thus be relieved to take up his road
a revolver and Coe's wife lumned In
Hen Rogers will make pay btck
the freight stored on the prem- duties, where there Is a greater
need whom
front of her husband, begging that the trolled
mat SZ..VMM100 to the gas company.
ises bad burned. The express and of- for him.
matter be allowed to drop, which end- fice records or the Santa Fe were
ed the affair. Coe was not taken to saved.
Don't Be Backward.
John McMahon, a freight brakeman
Raton and turned over to the police,
Do not hesitate to ask for a free
on the Colorado & Southern, was killnor was he arrested in 7as Vegas. No
It Is officially stated that Vice Pres
ed at Des Moines, X. M., a small sta- sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
complaint was filed against him.
Liver Tablet. We are glad to give
ident Nixon of the Gulf, Colorado tion thirty miles south of
Trinidad.
& Santa Fe, will make his headquar
The train broke in two, McMahon was them to anyone who Is troubled with
Bottled In Bond.
ters in St. Louis, Mo., and will notN thrown from the top of a box car and biliousness, constipation, or any dls
TO BAGGAGE "SMASHremain in Texas.
run over. The deceased was a broth- order of the stomach. Many have been
m
permanently cured by their use. For
ERS" IN MEXICO
er of E. J. McMahon of Trinidad, chief sale
When the "Bells" Struck.
by all druggists.
Inspector
for
Western
the
Railway
When George Twelvetrees broke a Weighing
TRUNKS CAN NO LONGER
BE molar on a rock found In
association,
A Word From Josh Wise.
prominent
and
the beans,
Distillers.
A man
CHECKED THROUGH TO UNITED and Ted Bippus consulted a physician, locally. The parents of the dead man
c'n stand a good deal uv
STATES FROM MEXICO.
FRANKFORT, KT.
declaring he was suffering from lack reside at Colorado Springs. He was wear an' tear, but not much wear an'
tears.
of nourishment, and Charles Bang-ha- rt 24 years of age and single.
A circular of Instructions
If the Legion of Honor to Sarah
is soon
said that the dining room air was
Senator Dryden informed the New Bernhnrdt,
to be Issued to all baggage handlers not good for his lungs, trouble at the
what to the press agent?
MELINI & EAKIN
Jersey
insurance investieatora that
of the railroads In Mexico and it is Al"arado began to brew.
he was worth every cent of the $65,- plcnbj
See
the
In
baskets
Mcln
the
expected that there will be many less
Sole Agents.
For the three named gentlemen
yearly salary he received as pres- - tosh Hardware company's display
lost trunks, besides a better under- were bellhops until last night. Also 000
Albuquerque,
N. M.
ident
of
window.
the
Prudential.
And
be
standing on the part of passengers as was Emory Dixon, but not any more. ought
Automatic Phone, 199.
to continue to be worth it as j
o
to what Is necessary to be done in Composing a committee of four the
,8 in lhe
leaving the republic.
MERCHANT TAILORING
"hells' presented their grievance to lenlte".8 he
All baggage which Is taken out of
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
Mexico must be Inspected by the Mex
A Trag'e Finish.
PIONEER BAKERY
RAILROAD
ican customs officials as well as those
AVENUE, O. BAM- A watchman's neglect permitted a
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
of the United States. This inspection
leak In the grettt North Sea dvke.
and
CURE
LUNC8
(Successor
to Balling Bros.)
o the Mexican side of the liorder Is
.
which a child's finger could have stop- more or less a piatter of red tape, for
L
ped. to become a ruinous break.
mq
nvrvn
WEDDING
CAKES
A SPECIALTY.
WITH
the only articles to which any attenvacating an entire province of Hoi- I' "u
..
7Z
tion is paid are gold and silver bullion
land. In like manner Kenneth Mc- - thn nnhHo. ah
We desire patronage and we guarmllr.nt.i
and certain classes of curios which
Iver, of anceboro, Me., permitted a
antee first class baklnr.
as i nave nad nrteen years' exare not allowed to be taken out of the
little cold to go unnoticed until a class,
perience in the business. Sulta made 207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
country.
tragic finish was only averted by Dr. to
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
The misundertanding in the past
King's New Discovery.
ONSUMPTION
TOTI A OR API
fries
He writes: repaired.
specific I use will not
has arisen from the fact that, when
"Three doctors pave me up to die of Injure the The
OUGHSand
E0e&$1.00
cloth.
Ladies'
garments
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
lung Inflammation, caused bv a neOLDS
the passenger received a check for hlB
Free Trial.
cleaned and walking skirts made
Grain and Fuel.
glected cold: But hr. King's New also
trunk which read to El Paso, he paid
to
order.
Give
me
a trial.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
no attention to It, Thinking that It! Bureat and Quickest Curs for all
Discovery saved my life."
GuarO.
BAMBINI.
ana uigars. nace your orders for
THROAT and LUNG TROUBwould be carried over the line for in- anteed best cough and cold cure, at
"
LES, or MONEY SACK.
an druggists
spection by the American custom
Or rta .l.ftO.
A Pitircn riflcmr.,i Q,i ,o
Trial
la a , ,,a I this line with us.
uu
hu'" I
bottle free.
house.
ID VeR' TTH B t.
OtrOllt OH VADTi
Tinnn nwnmviM
All hastate, however, is cut off at
Juarez, where it must lie opened. In
y u numuep 01 trunks were
iino
constantly being left behind, and the
unfortunate passenger was forced to
stop over here a day while he arranged for baggage, or bad to leave
his keys with the Mexican officials
and have his trunk forwarded to his
address.
In the future It will be understood
that all baggage has to be
at Juarez, and many delays will thus
be avoided, as it Is thought that the
traveling public will better understand this arrangement. When trunks
are once left behind they are gome-timhist entirely, and the railroad bv
Cut-o- ff
the present plan will save itself and
the public much annoyance.
.

mm P

rq,r

.

Fred Nunnes . . .
Conrad Stumpf .

B.

I

tUHNfcR OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

Albuquerque

t

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. m. MALL, Proprietor
iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber

d

BEAT UP

Bar,

d

Kfnis

BabbU M8U1;

"d

CoInn,n

Cars;
Iro

Kopmlrn on Mining mnd Mill Mmchlnory m Opoelslt
Foundry east side of railroad track.
AJbiaiertsa,

CONDUCTOR

u.

H

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

lias

Gf nral Building Sapplfes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

Third and Marque ttt

'

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

l

n,

I haft!

rnU in

xxxxxxxxxx

if

quality
price It

and

Thos. F. Keleher

yo
what
want,

we ask
that you give

a cnance

us

l

to figure wltk
you.

J.

KORBER

&

CO.,

Wholesale

and Retail, Albnqperqne

1

Meat Market

I--

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

i

j

VM

'

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

F. G. PRATT

j j j j

& CO.

OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXM

SCREEN TIME

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, lm
bod en's Granite Flour,

ths

ii!tiir.

Dr. King's

Be6t

'

MAUGER

with Mauger A Avery, Boston

Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second Street.

Office, 115 North

First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

L. H, SHOEMAKER

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATM.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
General Repair Shop.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
Furniture tracked and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store. South
Third street.

T, Am
IP

Lucero

TO DATE SIGNS

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

A. E. WALKER,

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at 217 West RaJlroaJ
avenue.

riRE

INSURANCE.

r

New Discovory

Window

WOOL

on

Earth.

-.j

heri

and

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL

!

KILL the COUCH

Door

screens mad to order.

W. E.

Groceries.
Butter

her.

OOCOOOOCOCOCOCXDOOOCOCItXIOa

Staple and Fancy
Hillsboro Creamery

Is

M.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa' Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENT8
201-21- 1

N. Second St.. Both

OO

Phons.

S&.X- -J

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Clgsrs and Tobacco, an
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of WaB- lngtcn avenue, Albuquerque. N.

O

s&ViiS

M

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Bclen

es

Seles is 31 miles souUi of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the
Santa Fe

Santa Fe Railway

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own tne Belen Townsite

old-tim-

ma-tte-

&

system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

REVIVAL

OF RAILROAD FROM
ROSWELL TO DEMING
A correspondent writing from Ala
moL'onlo says:
The
talk of putting a railroad from Koswel to Denilng
via
o
Ala"inog-rdis being revived. It is
claimed that this road will make the
possible shorter route from the California fruit belt to the east. It is understood that the S P. Is at the back
of this movement.
his road, leaving
Tloswell, conies across
the Sacramento mountains via the Mescalero
cap t.' Alamogonlo and to Denilng.
Though the Sacramento mountain
rrinn there atv cattle and timber
and mining- - and on to Deming over
San Andreas or Orgon mountais a
great miing district will be opened.
With iis road many miles and hours
of time can be savd enroute from
California 10 the east.
The more the
of the 'Sum
tnit oRad is talked about the
i
taken by our people In the
: r j o'
We know thai the road will
o Alamogord.i for
mi a way
Sacramen'o mountain farmers and
ranchmen w j have her t of ore

of The Atchison. Tooeka

Ot l,fe0

naclnets and residence lots,
iitfiOO; churches,
reuttrut. etc. Belen Is the larg':

Ml.

26x141 feet, laid out w.th

brod f 0 ind

stirUrg point fcr wsol. lour, wbeir. wn., Le,Di

express, ma.l

r8T limited
v.

!e

.

k,

w

kre.gmt

nt.

with alleys 20 feet wide, with
.rri.establlBbments
In New Mexico;
,Dd hay in Central New Mexico.

trains or the santa fe route w.ll
a

the

-

main line

We need a

modern boteL

nri-ia- s

go over

beautiful lak and public nark and crand old stife trees: rob::t .ckooi koui eoaithe Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 1B barrels isl.'y; large wliery; ttree hotels,
Its importance as a great commercial railroad elty Intte tear future catnot be estimate

lrt-ela-

s

through to belen, east and wtT north an D SOUTH.
bakery, tailor sbop, shoe boaae ;tt:er,
cmtlsg eaos. alaaiz

CL'R PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

a

'

J0HN BECKER, Presidents
gfc7SYTBs,

9f
cjmu

DEED.

own ana imnrovGment cnma&nv
WM. M. BERQER,

V

--

f

satu.

1
M
bll

m

Secretary

"
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

Are You Looking for the Best?

Partly cloudy tonight and Saturday,
with local showers and thunderstorms; cooler In southeast portion of
territory tonight.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
Following was the 4 o'clock report
on the arrival if Santa Ke passenger

HAS THE GREATEST NUMBER OF ADVANTAGES. THE MOST STYLE, AND GIVES THE BEST SATISOU WANT TO BUY. IT
FACTION, IS OF COURSE. THE ONE
WILL BE EASY TO CONVINCE YOU THAT OUR SHOES FIU.
THESE REQUIREMENTS TO AN UNUSUAL DEGREE, IF WE CAN

THE SHOE THAT

GET YOU INTERESTED ENOUGH TO LOOK O' iSR OUR STOCK.
THEY FIT, THEY LOOK WELL AND THEY WEAR AS WELL AS
OR
GOOD LEATHER AND GOOD WORKMANSHIP hVER DID
WILU
$1.85 to $4.00
.$1.65 to $4.00

MEN'S SHOES, BLACK OR TAN
MEN'S OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
WOMEN'8 SHOES, BLACK OR TAN
WOMEN'S OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
WOMEN'S SLIPPERS, FOR HOUSE OR DRESS
CHILDREN'S SHOES, LIGHT OR HEAVY
BABIES' SHOES, BLACK OR COLORED

$1.50to$4.00
$1.50 to $3.50
$1.10to$3.00
$1.00to$2.50
50 to $1.25

trains:

No. 1 At 7:.r)0 p. m.
All other passenger trains on time.

T. A. Harlow of Santa Fe Is here to
purchase hides for E. J. McLean &
Co.

EVENIXO CITIZEN.

Our low urlces and our low shoes
make It easy for you to buy a pair.
Tbpy are cool, look dainty and wear
wen. All ie for men. women and
children. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West RallroHd avenue.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
lbs fancy Creamery Rutter
4."ic
20c
lint Jar of Strained Honey
Raspberries, per can
15c
2 ans of plums
25c
t'hilimac, per plig
5c
pkg of Force and 1 pkg Shredded
Wheat i.iscuits
25c
3 liottles PicKlos
25c
2 ll
15c
Soda Crackers
8 cans of Sardines
25c
2 cans of Clams
2;c
10c
grade of Oysters
21b can of Pork and Beans
10c
We will receive a complete line of
school backs for school opening.
THE MAZE.
William Kieke, Proprietor.

Notable Price Concessions Calculated to Clear Out all that
Remains, of the Season's Stock
Many Lots Priced Below the Original Wholesale Cost

1

Quick Action Sale Lucky Snaps While They Last
IN all departments our merchandise has been subjected
to a final and most decisive cutting of prices, so reduced as to assure a speedy and absolute clearance. In many
instances lots are badly broken in sizes, and in such cases
the prices will be found at less than wholesale cost to us.
d
to one-haFrom
of early season prices is the
rule. The axe has fallen amongst the high and the low, in
proportion. The qualities represented at these prices assure most pronounced values.

For Saturday:

15c
10c
12c
10c
10c

one-thir-

25c
3c to 5c
CANTALOUPES,
10c
J. H. O'Rielly, representing the Oc- WATERMELONS, each
2c
lb
cidental Life Insurance company, reTHE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
turned this morning from a trip to
"Good Things to Eat."
-

the southern towns.
o
WATERMELONS.
Jefferson Raynolds, the Ijas Vegas
NATIVE CANTALOUPE.
banker, passed through the city this
LAS CRUCES CANTALOUPES.
morning, en route home from a busiSAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
EATING APPLES.
ness trii, t.j El Paso.
COOKING APPLES.
Mrs. K. C. VVhitson of North Second
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's treet anticipates a visit from Mis's
APRICOTS.
BANANAS.
grocery store, axe sure to bring the Zimia Boone, who Is expected to ar
RASPBERRIES.
even- Vegas
tomorrow
I.ns
rive
from
right flavor to all dishes Into which Ing.
STRAWBERRIES, ETC
AT MALOY'S TOMORROW.
they enter. This Is because we alMiss Katie Howell, the cashier at
Get your order in early before the
ways procure the best manufactured. the Alavarado lunch counter,
will best is taken.
o
We find out first what brands are re- leave tonight for Ban Diego, Culif.,
where she will spend a vacation of
LADIES, IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT
liable and personally guarantee them. two
weeks.
WHAT TO SET FOR YOUR SUNDINNER, COME TO OUR
Charles F. Lummis, editor of the DAY
HI
rKi?v&3&. Yt'f.
Out West magazine, was in the city STORE TOMORROW AND WE VILL
EV- last night between trains, en route SHOW YOU WHAT TO HAVE.
RYTHING GOOD. AT
o his home in California from a busi
J. W. ANDERSON & CO S.,
ness trip east.
Raynolds Block.'
young
peoplo
en
A
party
large
of
street
Second
120
118
South
and
Not.
o
joyed a hay ride on the mesa last
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
night and then topped the affulr o will
loan you a folding pocket kodak.
by a spread served at Sturees' Euro
Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.
pean
restaurant.
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
Mrs. J. S. Elder, mother of Dr. J.
MOTHERS
W. Elder, has gone to Mayer, Ariz., to
Is
visit her son. James Elder, who
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
YOUR LAST OPPORTUNITY TO
connected with a mining company opANY
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSPURCHASE
MOTHERS
erating mines there.
FRIEND WAIST IN OUR STORE.
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL.
Is some
Victor
Sils,
stockman.
the
AT 40c, WILL BE FRIDAY
AND
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
what worried over the tardy arrival SATURDAY,
JULY 27 AND 23.
of 100 head of horses which l"ft his THEREAFTER,
PLACED IN VHE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOivK FROM OUT
THESE
WAISTS
ranch at Casa Colorado several days WILL BE SOLD AT THE ORIGINAL
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf. TRY US.
ago and are overdue.
RICES OF 75c TO $1. BUY EARLY.
Dr. B. H. Brlggs and family return ALL SIZES NOW. SIMON STERN,
Hickox-Maynat- d
ed last night from Denver, where they THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTH- spent the last two weeks sightseeing. ER.
Mrs. N. H. Frampton of Grand av
o
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
enue is reported quite seriously 111.
PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING.
80UTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
Dr. Jayneg and party, In special cur
All kinds of work done promptly
Columbia, are expected here tonight and satisfactorily.
Contracts taken.
from the west. They stopped over in Leave orders at 714 West TIJeras ave
Isleta today. They have been to Cali nue.
W. F. WARDWELL.
fornia and are returning to the east.
BANKRUPT TEA SALE".
Mrs. Minnie E. Barnes, representing
St. Charles cream, Is serving dainty
pkg Boka Tea, now
65c
lb
35c
dishes at the Jaffa Grocery store.
20c
demonstrating the good qualities and 35c '2'lb pkg Boka Tea, now
As long as It lasts, at
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
the best uses to which St. Charles
F. F. TROTTER'S.
cream may be used in the cookery.
o
HOF- IMPORTED
The New Mexican says: Miss Hetty
MUNCHEN
AT THE
Goldstein of Gladstone, Mich., an art BRAU. ON DRAUGHT,
ist of repute, who has been a guest at WHITE ELEPHANT.
Windsor's on the upper Pecos, Is In
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEZR.
Santa Fe today, before leaving for
Albuquerque, where she has a studio; WALTON'S DRUGo STORE.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
aud
Trinidad Alarid,
HARDWARE.
Remember, Eureka U ihi only liiu-itor of New Mexico, came In from El
Paso this morning, where h.e visited sold 'here that will not pop. crack or
relatives and friends for a few days. blister in the wall. See that It is
He is spending today In the metropolis specified In vour contract.
SADDLES
HAHN & CO.
and will leave tonight for his home
at Santa Fe.
CHINA
si A. J. Frank will probably leave to CHICKERING &YESSON'S PlANGVf
night for Chicago and thence to De
GLASSWARE
troit and Milwaukee on business. He We sell 'em. Also the Everett, Kim
goes to get capital Interested In the ball, and several other makes. We
building of a railroad from Algodones nvite you to compare our prices wlt'o
PLUMBING
to the oil fields, located about six other
Just as good pianos,
miles from the town.
handled hy other firms. The percent
TINNING
Mrs. A. C. Culver arrived in the city age will be to our credit.
We don't handle the largest line of
last night from a visit of two months
to her old home in Cedar Rapids, la alk!ng machines and records on
Wliile absent she also visited friends earth, but we have the most select. pi
Watch for the Peerless Electric
and relatives in Mount Vernon, Iowa. anos.
Respectfully, yours for busi
The lady Is the wife of a well-knoness,
THE WHJTSON MUSIC CO.
painter of this city.
o
F. J. Houston, secretary of the Mc
Sea the picnic baskets In the Mcin
gone
east oil
intosh Browns, has
tosh Hardware company's display
to Battle window.
visit. After proceeding
Creek, Mich.. Mr. Houston will return
home accompanied by Mrs. Houston
Avenue
Railroad
and
Fourth
who has been visiting there the past
FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
several weeks.
James Foley, of Winslow, who pass
IVES, THE FLORIST.
ed through the city a short time rigo
in
was
that
married
O.,
Cincinnati,
for
THE
city last Saturday. July 21. to Miss
Anna Jones, formerly one of the com
petent nurses at the St. Joseph hos
nital. Mr. and Mrs. Foley are expect
ed here shortly, and, after a stay of a
few days here, will continue on to
RAILROAD AVE.
Winslow, where they will reside in
future. Mr. Foley is chief clerk
the
We
Glasa,
Clocks,
larite
SllTerware.
Jewelry.
Cut
Diamonds, Watche,
to the division master mechanic for
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
the Santa Fe road at yinslow.
Office over Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. ni., 1:30
to 5 p. m. Auto phone 203.

$12 ot $16 SUITS
now at $10.75

The

Diamond

Palace

$11,75

$8.75

HATS
out.

$1.90

Store for Style, Service and Saving

EXTRA tSPECI AL for one week Commencing Tuesday, July 24th and Continuing
until July 31st 20 per cent Reduction on all Men's and Youths' Suits. Here is an
opportunity for buying High Grade Merchandise at a Great Saving. - -

Trunks, Suit Cases and Bags.
Fail Not to see our assortment of Trunks. Suit Cases
Bazs before buying; on which we will give a Reduction

CTD
1
O

KWT

KW

UATC.
1 O.
rU

"j

10

Big Reduction on all Straw Hats. Regular
$1.50 to $3.00 Values. Your Choice

QC
UDC

Whitney Company

I

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame OH Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

s
1

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Hax-- .
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

Dr.B.M.Williams
DENTIST.

Dr. Williams has practiced his pro
fession In Las Vegas for the past
seventeen years.

Is Now in Progress

Batoco's

Summer

U3, H5, Ml Sooth First Sireet

oooooooo cooaaocoa' ooccoocooooi
?

Garden HI
S
5

50 WASH SUITS FOR BOYS
2k to 9 Years

Fine Whiskies, Wines, Brandies and
soft drinks. Good restaurant and
bowllnK alleys In connection. Every
body welcomed and accommodations
s.

London Club

Sailor or Russian Blouse

LIVERY COMPANY

Former Price $1.50 to $1.75

BOARDING

SANITARY

F. T. SCHMIDT,
Colo, phone,

m

I

R.R.

STABLE
Prop.
Auto., 311

BIX, 35.
TICKETS

C0.IH3

I

i

No. 424 North Second St.

SPECIAL PRICE $1 EACH
E. L. WASHBURN

H

.

first-clas-

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

40 J, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

f 19

$14.75

GO.

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

Wett Cold

$12.50

MEN'S AND YOUTHS' SUITS

rTtttriittttiiriM

EVERITT

$16.50

now

The Golden Rule Clothing Store

I

"so-calle-

HARDWARE

$24.00

Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave. Clothier

;

ALBUQUERQUE

now at $7,75

$2.50 pair

GO.

HARNESS

$10 to $12 SUITS

About 50 Pair of Shoes worth as About 100 good hats some worth
high as $3.50 To clear the stock as high as $4.00. To clean them

--

ALBUQUERQUE

Men's Clothes
All Suits Worth up to

SHOES

Co.

HARDWARE

lf

Two Piece Outings

F. F. TROTTER

The

i9o.

In All Lines of Summer Wearables

2

Attorney James G. Fitc.i of Sowrro, STRAWBERRIES, box
paused tnrnugh the city this morning GERMAN BLUE PLUMS, lb
en route cast.
APRICOTS, lb
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Van Slyck. of El PEACHES, (extra nice), lb
Paso, came In from the south this EGG PLUMS, lb
morning and are visiting friends here PEARS, 4 lbs for
APPLES, per lb
today.

27,

FINAL REDUCTIONS

j

Fred Mullln. a brick mason, has
gone t. Santa Fe to do some contract
OUR FRESH FRUITS
work.
Are conceded to be the best In this
Cony T. Brown, the Socorro mining city.
Everything always fresh and
man. wag a passenger for I Ma Vegas good1. Assortment always the largest.

this morning.

Friday, July

j

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST
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OurWindow
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Ucf Dalria'l 4imiia

Attoelatlon Oflet
Transaction
Cuarantaad

ROSEKFIEIO'S,

1 1

8 W. R. R, Ave,

?
5
M

See Display
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